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NEW DELHI.AGENCIES

Ahead of the May 8 India-
EU virtual summit, Prime
Minister Narendra Modi
spoke with President of the
European Commission,
Ursula von der Leyen and
discussed the prevailing
COVID-19 situation in India
and the EU and strengthen-
ing the strategic partnership
between the two sides.
Prime Minister Modi
expressed his appreciation
of the EU and its member
nations for mobilizing quick
support for India�s fight
against the second wave of
COVID-19. "Good call with

Prime Minister @naren-
dramodi in preparation of
the EU-India Summit: Team
Europe stands in deep soli-
darity with our democratic
partner India. 

We are providing
rapid support and are

delivering assistance to
fight COVID19, " said von
der Leyen in a tweet. Modi
was to go to Porto, Portugal,
for the summit, but can-
celled the visit due the
worsening Covid situation
in the country. 

BENGALURU.AGENCIES

Karnataka Chief Minister B
S Yediyurappa, taking seri-
ous note on the death of 24
people allegedly due to
shortage of oxygen, asked
Minister for Health Dr
Sudhakar to immediately
visit the Chamarajanagar
district and take stock of the
situation. The Chief Minister
also summoned an emer-
gency meeting on Tuesday
to discuss the issue. The
Chief Minister even called
Deputy Commissioner Ravi
and collected detailed infor-
mation on the death of
patients. In a tragic turn of
events, a total of 24 patients

died at the district Covid
Hospital in Chama rajana-
gar, According to the district
administration, as many as
12 patients died due to lack
of oxygen as the hospital
ran short of supply of the
critical gas, while other
patients died due to various

co-morbid conditions.
However, locals alleged that
the authorities were fabri-
cating the number of
deaths. 

They claimed that even
non-Covid patients had to
face oxygen shortage,
resulting in deaths.
Congress leaders Rahul
Gandhi and Randeep Singh
Surjewala criticised the gov-
ernment and demanded
resignation of Dr Sudhakar.
Dr Ravi said, �A total of 24
deaths have taken place
between Sunday and
Monday morning. While 23
have died in the district
hospital, one patient died at
a private facility. 

SRINAGAR.AGENCIES

With no letup in unabated
rise in the number of fresh
Coronavirus cases and
deaths, strict restriction on
movement of people and
transportation continued
on Monday as the �84-hour-
long COVID curfew� that
was imposed last week has
been extended by the
administration across
Kashmir valley till Thursday.
Meanwhile, the entire
Srinagar has been designat-
ed as Red Zone while rest of
the nine districts have been
placed in Orange Zone by
the administration, which is
seeking cooperation from
the public to curtail the
spread of COVID-19 by
strictly adhering to the lock-
down. However, essential
services were exempted
from the lockdown in the
valley, where so far 1694
people have been fined and

171 others have been
arrested for violating COVID
curfew and other guidelines
since April 29.

The administration on
Sunday said that all univer-
sities, schools, Colleges,
coaching centres and tech-
nical / skill development
institutions in J&K will con-
tinue to remain closed till
May 31. However, religious
places of worship will
remain open though people
have been directed to follow
strict COVID guidelines,
including wearing masks
and maintaining social dis-
tancing.The extension in the
lockdown in the valley has
come in the backdrop of
unabated rise in the num-
ber of COVID-19 cases in
Kashmir, particularly the
summer capital, Srinagar,
which has recorded the
major chunk of positive
cases during the last about a
fortnight. 

VIJAY KUMAR

NEW DELHI : Chief of Naval
Staff Admiral Karambir
Singh called on PM Modi
today.

He briefed the PM
about various initiatives
being taken by the Indian
Navy to assist the country-
men in the pandemic. He
informed the PM that the
Indian Navy has reached
out to all state administra-
tions and have offered help
in terms of hospital beds,
transportation and other
such things. He apprised
the PM about Naval hospi-
tals being opened for use of
civilians in various cities.

He also informed the
PM that medical personnel
in the Navy have been rede-
ployed at various locations
in the country to manage
Covid duties. Naval
Personnel as being provid-
ed Battle Field Nursing
Assistant Training to be
deployed in Covid duties.

Chief of Naval Staff Admiral
Karambir Singh briefed the
PM that the Navy is helping
increase oxygen availability
in Lakshadweep as well as
Andaman & Nicobar Islands.

He also apprised PM
that the Indian Navy is
transporting Oxygen
Containers as well as other
supplies from Bahrain,
Qatar, Kuwait & Singapore
to India.

NEW DELHI.AGENCIES

Media cannot be stopped
from reporting oral
remarks made by judges
during a court hearing. The
honest and full reportage of
these comments give the
public an insight into
whether judges are gen-
uinely applying their minds
to resolve their crisis, the
Supreme Court told a �hurt�
Election Commission of
India (ECI) on Monday.

The ECI had com-
plained to the Supreme
Court about certain oral
comments made by a
Division Bench of the
Madras High Court. The HC
judges had accused the ECI
of being solely responsible
for the super-spread of
COVID infection through
uncontrolled election rallies,
campaigning, etc. Instead of
patting the EC officials on
their backs, the HC judges
had said the ECI should be
charged with �murder�.

Also read: Election
Commission of India urges
Madras High Court to gag
media from reporting oral
observations Soon after, a
troubled ECI had
approached the HC to take
back its words and restrain
the media from reporting
the comments as FIRs for
murder were registered
against the poll body offi-

cials. But the HC had, on
April 30, refused to budge,
saying there were more
pressing issues at hand.

�We cannot expect the
media not to report dia-
logues. Oral observations
are as important as orders...
Unfolding of process of judi-
cial thinking is equally of
interest to the public,�
Justice D.Y. Chandrachud
addressed the ECI, repre-
sented by senior advocate
Rakesh Dwivedi. Justice
Chandrachud flanked by
Justice M.R. Shah on the

Bench described the �media
as a powerful watchdog�.
�Public interest is not limit-
ed to judgments, but also
the raising of questions in a
court hearing, the dialogue
between the Bar and the
Bench... All of these show
the public whether there
was a genuine application
of mind by judges... Had I
been in the Bar, I would be
very worried if judges don�t
ask questions,� Justice
Chandrachud said.

The Bench said the
ECI�s prayer to stop media

from reporting the com-
ments from the Bench was
simply �far-fetched�.

�We cannot say that the
media cannot report the
contents of the discussions
in a court of law.
Discussions in a court of law
are of equal public interest,
and I would put it in the
same pedestal as the final
order. Discussion in the
court is a dialogue between
the Bar and the Bench... We
wish that media should
report fully what is happen-
ing in court. It brings a

sense of accountability.
Media reporting would also
show that we are dispens-
ing our duties fully,� Justice
Chandrachud said.

When Mr. Dwivedi
complained that the HC
should not have accused
another constitutional
authority like the ECI of
�murder�, Justice
Chandrachud said judges
were humans too. Some
come reticent and other
garrulous. Their comments
may be borne out of frustra-
tion, but were certainly

made for the cause of larger
public interest.

�We don�t want to
demoralise the HCs. They
are vital pillars of the judi-
cial process... HC judges are
doing tremendous work,
burning the midnight oil,
they are overwhelmed.
They know what�s happen-
ing on the ground. It is
bound to affect your psy-
che,� Justice Chandrachud
said. Justice Shah said the
ECI should take oral obser-
vations of judges in the right
spirit. Judges do not follow a
prepared script during a
hearing.

�Sometimes they are
frustrated, they are angered.
You should accept it in the
right spirit. They are also
human beings... It is a free,�
Justices Chandrachud and
Shah both said. �But to say
that ECI should be charged
with murder...� Mr. Dwivedi
rued. �It�s a free-flowing
conversation. We respect
the ECI, don�t take it other-
wise. This is not to belittle
because ultimately democ-
racy survives on the faith in
the institutions... EC is an
important pillar, but some-
times in dialogue, some-
times things are expressed,�
Justice Chandrachud
explained. Mr. Dwivedi said
what happened in the
Madras HC could hardly be
called a �dialogue�.

Cannot stop media reports on court
observations, says Supreme Court

The petition said the Bench of the HC should have given the ECI an
opportunity to place the entire factual position on record before
making the allegations orally. It amounted to the violation of the
principles of natural justice.

Justice Chandrachud paci-
fied the poll body, saying
the apex court would write
a �balanced
order�.�However, we have
to as well protect the
sanctity of the HCs, that
they have the freedom and
liberty to ask questions
We wish the media should
report fully of what is
happening in Court, it
brings accountability,�
Justice Chandrachud
noted. In its petition in the
apex court, the
Commission said the oral
comments from the
Madras HC would impact
or lower the faith of the
masses in the poll body
and democratic process.
The Commission said the
comments were disparag-
ing and derogatory.

,,

PM reviews Covid
related initiatives
by the Indian Navy

Naval Hospitals being
opened for use of civil-
ians in various cities

Navy is boosting oxygen
availability in
Lakshadweep and
Andaman & Nicobar
islands.

Navy transporting
Oxygen Containers as
well as other supplies
from abroad to India

Medical personnel in
the Navy have been
redeployed at various
locations in the country
to manage Covid duties

NEW DELH.ACENCIES

The government has
waived off the Integrated
GST (IGST) on imports of
COVID-19 related relief
materials till June 30, 2021,
Finance Ministry said in a
statement on Monday. As
per the statement, govern-
ment had received a num-
ber of representations from
charitable organisations,
corporate entities, and other
associations/entities outside
India seeking exemption
from IGST on the import of
Covid-19 relief material,
donated/ received free of

cost from outside India for
free distribution.
"Accordingly, the Central
Government has also grant-
ed exemption from IGST on
import of such goods
received free of cost for free
distribution for covid relief,"
the statement said. 

Modi, European Commision president
talk on pandemic, strategic partnership

Govt waives IGST on import
of COVID-relief material

received as donation

CM to conduct emergency Cabinet meeting on
Chamarajanagar oxygen shortage incident

Strict restrictions continue
in Kashmir as Covid curfew

extended till Thursday
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Lucknow, Agency. 

The Delhi High Court on Monday directed the Centre to 
apprise it of action taken, if any, on Delhi government’s 
request for Army’s assistance in setting up hospitals with 
oxygen and ICU beds. On Saturday, Deputy Chief Minister 
Manish Sisodia wrote to Union Defence Minister Rajnath 

Singh requesting the Army’s help.The high court is 
hearing pleas on oxygen shortage and other issues related 
to the ongoing Covid crisis in Delhi. On Sunday, some 
hospitals in the national capital sent desperate SOS calls 
to authorities to replenish their dwindling stocks.The 
Delhi government has been demanding 976 metric tonnes 
of oxygen from the Centre against the existing allotted 
!"#$%&$'()*+,$-..)/0123$ *)$ *45$)671.1+8$0+*+9$ *45$.+:1*+8$
had got 305 MT of oxygen on April 25, followed by 408 MT 
on April 26, 398 MT on April 27, 431 MT on April 28 and 
409 MT on April 29.In the last 24 hours, Delhi recorded 
407 virus deaths and over 20,000 cases with a positivity 
rate of 28.33 per cent.

High Court seeks Centre’s 
response on Delhi govt’s 
request for Army’s assistance

Pune, Agency. 

During the lockdown, slated to go 
on till May 14, residents will be 
allowed to step out to shops within 
500 metres of their homes to buy 
vegetables between 6 am and 12 
noon. Healthcare services will remain 
open and those eligible for Covid-19 
vaccination can visit inoculation 
sites.Inter-state bus services have 
been halted for the lockdown 
period but inter-state rail and air 
services will continue to operate. 
Intra-state public transport and cab 
aggregators also not be allowed to 
operate however, passengers can 
hire private taxis from airports and 
railway stations after showing their 
travel documents.Meanwhile, Chief 
Minister Naveen Patnaik on Sunday 
also declared working journalists in 
the state as frontline Covid warriors. 
ENS The Goa government on 
Sunday announced that restrictions 
imposed in the state to contain the 
spread of Covid-19 will be in force 
till May 10. The government’s four-
day lockdown was in force until the 
morning of May 3.

Chief Minister Pramod Sawant said 
Sunday that restrictions, including 
closure of casinos, bars, cinema 
halls, sports complexes, swimming 
pools and educational institutions, 
will remain in place. Sawant said 
weddings will be permitted with 
only 50 people and last rites can be 
attended by 20 people. Shops and 
establishments may remain open 
from 7 am to 7 pm. While restaurants 
were allowed to carry out business 
at 50 percent capacity during the 
same hours, deliveries are allowed 

throughout the day. ENSTwo days 
after Punjab CM Amarinder Singh 
ruled out a lockdown, Punjab on 
Sunday imposed stricter Covid curbs 
by shutting down all the shops, 
except those selling essential items, 
till May 15.he shops selling essential 
items, including chemists, those 
selling milk, bread, vegetables, dairy, 
poultry, and mobile repairs shops 
will be allowed to remain open. There 
are no curbs on the nursing homes 
and laboratories, latest guidelines 
issued by Home Secretary Anurag 
Aggarwal said.The government 
has appealed to farmers protesting 
against the Centre’s farm laws not 
to organise protest marches and 
restrict presence to token numbers 
at toll plazas, petrol pumps and 
malls. The guidelines also state that 

all four-wheelers will not be allowed 
to seat more than 2 passengers. No 
pillion riders on scooters/bikes, 
except those from the same family, 
will be allowed. Vehicles carrying 
patients to hospitals are exempted.
-88$3);5/2<52*$)671.5=$+20$>+2?=$@188$
work at 50 per cent strength. Nobody 
will be allowed to enter the state by 
air, rail or road without a Covid-
negative report, not more than 72 
4)(/=$ )809$ )/$ ;+..12+*1)2$ .5/*171.+*5$
of at least one dose, over two weeks 
old.Sabzi mandis will be allowed to 
open only to wholesalers, who would 
have to ensure social distancing and 
all other Covid protocols.

Villages have been asked to 
organise thikri pehras to ensure 
night curfew and weekend curfew 
orders are complied with.Religious 
places also will be closed at 6 pm.The 
government has also decided that 
it will mandatorily conduct RT-PCR 
test of rerhiwallas and vendors.
Punjab has already imposed night 
and weekend curfew in the state. The 
curfew starts at 6 pm and ends at till 
5 am. There is a complete lockdown 
on Saturday and Sundays and only 
shops selling essential items are 
allowed to open.

!"#$%&'#()*+,-#.+/012-#"'&3*,#

'143#5"647"8/-#6+*2,#*"+'3#

New Delhi, Agency. 

A2$ +$ 71/=*9$ +$ 6+*45/B12B8+@$ +20$ =)2B12B8+@$ 0()$
will make their presence felt together in the 
Kerala Assembly soon and thus script a new 
chapter in its decades-long history. The 77-year 
old father-in-law is no one other than Chief 
Minister Pinarayi Vijayan while the lucky son-in-
law is P A Mohammed Riyas, national president 
of the Democratic Youth Federation.Riyas is 
the husband of Vijayan’s daughter Veena, an IT 
entrepreneur based in Bengaluru. While Vijayan 
won by a whopping margin of over 50,000 
votes from his home turf Dharmadam in Kannur 
district, the 44-year-old Riyas got elected from 
Beypore, a Left bastion in Kozhikode.Though the 
state Assembly had a legacy of accommodating 
sons and daughters of various politicians in 
*45=5$C5+/=9$ 1*$ 1=$ 6)/$ *45$ 71/=*$ *1<5$ *4+*$ +$ 6+*45/B
in-law and son-in-law are together becoming 
part of the House.A vibrant youth leader, Riyas 
had earlier unsuccessfully contested in 2009 Lok 
Sabha polls from Kozhikode.Veena and Riyas got 
<+//150$ +*$ D8166$ E)(=59$ *45$ )671.1+8$ /5=1052.5$ )6$
the Chief Minister, on June 15, 2020.There were 

also some other kith and kins of politicians who 
tried their luck in the April 6 polls but many of 
them failed.Both Jose K Mani, the chief of Kerala 
Congress (M), a prominent Left partner and his 
sister’s husband M P Joseph, a UDF candidate, 
bit the dust in Pala and Trikkaripur respectively 
when the results were announced on Sunday.
While Kerala Congress chairman P J Joseph won 
from Thodupuzha, his home turf in Idukki, as UDF 
nominee, his son-in-law Dr Joseph was defeated 

in Kothamangalam constituency as the candidate 
of Twenty20, a corporate-backed political party.
Congress leaders KMuraleedharan, MP and 
Padmaja Venugopal, children of formerChief 
Minister late K Karunakaran were defeated 
inNemomand Thrissur respectively. Children 
of former ministers and MLAs from the ruling 
CPI(M)-led LDF and opposition Congress-led UDF 
had tested the electoral waters in over 20 of the 
140 seats in the April 6 Assembly polls.

9/#1#$*,'#:"*#;3*151-#:1'&3*<)/<518#=>#

1/7#,"/<)/<518#>?@#)/#@,,3A25B
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Frankfurt in Germany to Hindon near Delhi

Hyderabad, Agency. 

The Indian Air Force (IAF) airlifted 
four empty oxygen containers from 
Frankfurt in Germany to the Hindon air 
base in Delhi on Sunday, according to 
+2$)671.1+8$ =*+*5<52*,$%)/5);5/9$ 1*$ (=50$
its C-17 aircraft to airlift 450 oxygen 
cylinders from Brize Norton in the UK 
to the Chennai airbase in Tamil Nadu, 
the statement read. India is struggling 
with the second wave of the coronavirus 
infection as hospitals in several states 
are reeling under a shortage of oxygen 
and beds.IAF, C-17Since April 23, the 
IAF has been airlifting empty oxygen 
*+2?5/=$+20$.)2*+125/=$*)$;+/1)(=$7188123$
stations across the country to speed up 
the distribution of oxygen, needed in 
treating COVID-19 patients. (Twitter/@
ANI)he Indian Air Force (IAF) airlifted 
four empty oxygen containers from 
Frankfurt in Germany to the Hindon air 
base in Delhi on Sunday, according to 
+2$)671.1+8$ =*+*5<52*,$%)/5);5/9$ 1*$ (=50$
its C-17 aircraft to airlift 450 oxygen 
cylinders from Brize Norton in the UK 

to the Chennai airbase in Tamil Nadu, 
the statement read.India is struggling 
with the second wave of the coronavirus 
infection as hospitals in several states 
are reeling under a shortage of oxygen 
and beds.“IAF’s C-17s are airlifting 
4 cryogenic oxygen containers from 
Frankfurt, Germany to Hindon airbase 
and 450 oxygen cylinders from Brize 
Norton, UK to Chennai airbase,” its 
statement said.The IAF also conducted 
<(8*1:85$ 78134*=$@1*412$ A201+$)2$F(20+C$

to transport oxygen containers from 
one place to another.It said its C-17 
aircraft on Sunday airlifted 2 cryogenic 
oxygen containers from Chandigarh 
to Bhubaneswar, two from Jodhpur to 
Jamnagar, two from Hindon to Ranchi, 
two from Indore to Jamnagar and two 
from Hindon to Bhubaneswar.“The airlift 
of one cryogenic oxygen container from 
Hindon to Ranchi, two from Chandigarh 
to Ranchi and two from Agra to Ranchi 
is in progress,” the statement noted.A 

record 3,689 daily COVID-19 fatalities 
pushed India’s death toll to 2,15,542, 
while the infection count reached 
1,95,57,457 with 3,92,488 more people 
>5123$.)271/<50$:)=1*1;5$6)/$*45$01=5+=59$
according to the Union Health Ministry 
data updated on Sunday.The number 
of active cases has crossed the 33-lakh 
mark, the data updated at 8 am showed.
Since April 23, the IAF has been airlifting 
empty oxygen tankers and containers to 
;+/1)(=$7188123$=*+*1)2=$+./)==$*45$.)(2*/C$
to speed up the distribution of oxygen, 
needed in treating COVID-19 patients. 
Along with oxygen containers, the IAF 
has transported essential medicines as 
well as equipment required by COVID 
hospitals in various parts of the country.

New Delhi, Agency. 

G8)>+8$H4+/<+$<+I)/$H71J5/$1=$01=.(==123$@1*4$*45$A201+2$3);5/2<52*$+2$5K:501*50$+::/);+8$
:+*4@+C$*)$<+?5$H71J5/BL1)M&5.4$;+..125$+;+18+>85$ 6)/$(=5$ 12$ *45$.)(2*/C9$ *45$.)<:+2CN=$
D4+1/<+2$ +20$ DOP$-8>5/*$ L)(/8+$ =+10$ )2$%)20+C,O+/815/$ 12$ -:/189$ H71J5/$ =+10$ *4+*$ 1*$ 4+0$
)665/50$ +$ 2)*B6)/B:/)71*$ :/1.5$ 6)/$ 1*=$ ;+..125$ 6)/$
the government immunisation programme in 
India and it remains committed to continuing 
engagement with the government to make 
*45$ ;+..125$ +;+18+>85$ 12$ A201+,QH71J5/$ 1=$ +@+/5$
that access to vaccines is critical to ending this 
pandemic. Unfortunately, our vaccine is not 
registered in India although our application 
was submitted months ago. We are currently 
discussing with the Indian government an 
5K:501*50$+::/);+8$:+*4@+C$*)$<+?5$)(/$H71J5/B
L1)M&5.4$;+..125$+;+18+>85$6)/$(=5$12$*45$.)(2*/C9R$L)(/8+$=+10$12$+$<+18$=52*$*)$H71J5/$A201+$
5<:8)C55=$*4+*$45$4+=$=4+/50$)2$41=$ 812?50,12$:)=*,H71J5/$4+=$5+/815/$=+10$*4+*9$0(/123$*45$
:+205<1.$:4+=59$ 1*$@188$ =(::8C$ *45$H71J5/BL1)M&5.4$D);10BS"$<TM-$;+..125$)28C$ *4/)(34$
3);5/2<52*$ .)2*/+.*=,QH71J5/$ /5<+12=$ .)<<1**50$ *)$ .)2*12(123$ )(/$ 523+35<52*$ @1*4$
*45$3);5/2<52*$ *)@+/0=$<+?123$ *45$H71J5/$+20$L1)M&5.4$;+..125$+;+18+>85$ 6)/$(=5$ 12$ *45$
government’s immunisation programme in the country,” the company had said in April in 
email response to The Indian government last month allowed emergency use approval of the 
imported vaccines in India which have been granted emergency approval for restricted use 
by United States Food and Drug Administration (USFDA), European Medicines Agency (EMA), 
UK Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (UK MHRA), Pharmaceuticals and 
Medical Device Agency (PMDA) Japan or which are listed in WHO (emergency use listing).

Discussions on with Indian government for 
3FG37)'37#1GG*"(15#":#="()7<HI#(166)/3J#.$K3*

Uttarakhand: After leadership change, BJP 
wins Salt bypoll with increased vote share

New Delhi, Agency.  

Mahesh is elder brother of Surender Singh Jeena 
who was elected MLA from this seat in 2017 
and by-poll was caused after his death while 
undergoing treatment for Covid-19 infection in 
Delhi in November last year. Surender was three-
term MLA from Salt. In a programme organised at 
:+/*C$)671.5$*)$.585>/+*5$*45$;1.*)/C9$D4156$%121=*5/$
Tirath Singh Rawat expressed gratitude to voters 
of Salt for supporting BJP nominee Jeena in the 
>CB:)88,$ F+8*$ >CB:)88$ @+=$ 71/=*$ 585.*1)2$ +6*5/$ &1/+*4$
replaced Trivendra Singh Rawat as chief minister 
and hence the result matters for him a lot.Reacting 
to the by-poll results, AICC general secretary 
Harish Rawat alleged that BJP misused money and 
government machinery to win the election. Sources 
in Congress said that defeat is setback for Harish 
Rawat as Ganga Pancholi had got the ticket on his 
recommendation and he had also campaigned 
05=:1*5$ +$ 45+8*4$ .)201*1)2=,F132171.+2*8C9$ F(/5205/$
Sigh Jeena is third BJP MLA who died in past three 
years as three-time MLA from Pithoragarh Prakash 
Pant had occurred in 2019 and Tharali MLA Magan 
Lal Shah had died in 2018. BJP had retained both 
&4+/+81$+20$H1*4)/+3+/4$=5+*=$12$>CB:)88=$>C$71580123$
spouse of late legislatures. 

For Salt, BJP picked Jeena’s brother and got 
>52571*$ )6$ =C<:+*4C$ ;)*5=$ +=$ @588,H)88123$ 12$ F+8*$
was on April 17 and a week before that, Chief 
Minister Tirath Singh Rawat— “considering the 
public sentiments”— had suspended the decision 
of his predecessor Trivendra Singh Rawat who had 
announced to make Gairsain as new administrative 
division, the third commissionerate in the state after 
Kumaon and Garhwal. There was strong resentment 

among people in Almora against Trivedra’s decision 
and Congress had made it an issue in the poll 
campaign. Days after changing Chief Minister and 
the party state president, ruling BJP in Uttarakhand 
has recorded a win in Salt assembly constituency 
by-poll and retained the seat by defeating Congress 
by a margin of 4697 votes, results of which were 
declared on Sunday.Days after changing Chief 
Minister and the party state president, ruling BJP 
in Uttarakhand has recorded a win in Salt assembly 
constituency by-poll and retained the seat by 
defeating Congress by a margin of 4697 votes, 
results of which were declared on Sunday.BJP had 
won the seat by defeating Congress in 2017 too but 
then margin was 2907 votes only.In the by-poll, BJP 
candidate Mahesh Jeena got 21874 votes that is 52 
per cent of polled votes while opponent Congress 
nominee Ganga Pancholi got 17177 votes that is 41 
per cent of polled votes. NOTA recorded 721 votes 
that stood third highest after vote share of BJP and 
Congress. Interestingly, during the counting exercise 
on Sunday, the poll personnel in counting halls were 
served “kadha” instead of traditional tea and coffee, 
+..)/0123$*)$:)88$)671.1+8=,

New Delhi, Agency. 

Kerala Congress B chairman and 
former minister R Balakrishna Pillai 
passed away at a private hospital 
in Kottarakara on Monday. He was 
87. Pilla had been hospitalised 
following breathing trouble.One of 
the founders of the Kerala Congress, 
Pillai became an MLA when he 
was just 25. Later, he played an 
important part in forming the UDF 

alliance in Kerala and served 
as minister of transport, 
excise and power in various 
ministers. He also served a 
jail term after being convicted 
in a corruption case. Pillai’s 
son K B Ganesh Kumar had 
won his election to the Kerala 
Assembly on Sunday. The 
Kerala Congress B is now a 
part of the LDF.

C"*A3*#;3*151#A)/),'3*#L 
M1514*),&/1#.)551)#G1,,3,#181B

!  India is struggling with 
the second wave of the 
coronavirus infection as 
hospitals in several states 
are reeling under a shortage 
of oxygen and beds.

! Two days after Punjab 
CM Amarinder Singh ruled 
out a lockdown, Punjab on 
Sunday imposed stricter 
Covid curbs by shutting 
down all the shops, except 
those selling essential 
items, till May 15.

!  In 2017, BJP’s vote share was 
50 per cent and Congress’s was 
43.35 per cent. BJP’s vote share 
has increased while Congress 
recorded a decline in the by-
poll in comparison to 2017.
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News in Breif

!"#$%&'()*'+#$,!(#!
Hemant Soren on 
victory in Madhupur

Dhanbad Agency, :        Dhanbad District 
Congress President Brajendra Prasad 
Singh congratulated Chief Minister Hemant 
Soren on the victory of Grand Alliance 
!"#$%$"&'()"*%+,-()".."#(%#(/"$0,1,2(345
'-'!&%6#7(."4%#8(&0"&('9'#(3':62'(/"$0,1,2(
345'-'!&%6#7(;0%':(/%#%.&'2()'<"#&(=62'#(
"$<%#%.&'2'$(&0'(6"&0(6:(6:*%!'(&6()"*%+,-(
)".."#(>%&0(!6#*%$'#!'("#$(:62'.%80&?((7(
@0%!0(>".(!6<<'#$"3-'?((A0'(1'61-'(6:(
&0'(.&"&'(0"9'($'*%#%&'-4(2'16.'$(:"%&0(%#(
&0'()'<"#&(869'2#<'#&?((A0'(!6#*%$'#!'(
>%&0(>0%!0(&0'(1'61-'(6:(/"$0,1,2(
have raised the candidate of the grand 
"--%"#!'(>%--(.,2'-4(.'29'(&6(-%9'(,1(&6(&0'(
&2,.&(6:(&0'(1'61-'(6:(B0"2C0"#$?(()'(."%$(
&0"&(&0'(1'61-'(6:(D'#8"-(0"9'(8%9'#("(
3'*%&&%#8(2'1-4(&6("--(&0'(3%8(-'"$'2.(6:(DBE(
including Prime Minister, Home Minister 
by giving a mandate in favor of Mamata 
D"#'2F''?((A0'(DBE(:"!'$($':'"&($'.1%&'(
.1'#$%#8(3%--%6#.(6:(2,1''.(%#(&0'(D'#8"-(
'-'!&%6#.?((A0'(2'.,-&(6:(&0'(D'#8"-('-'!&%6#(
!'2&"%#-4(1269'$(&0"&("--(&0'(3%8(-'"$'2.(6:(
DBE(%#!-,$%#8(/6$%(1269'$(&6(3'($>"2:(%#(
:26#&(6:(/"<"&"(D"#'2F''?((A0'(G0"#3"$(
District Congress has congratulated and 
congratulated the grand victory of the 
H2"#$(I--%"#!'(!"#$%$"&'(%#(&0'(/"$0,1,2(
345'-'!&%6#("#$(/"<"&"(D"#'2F''J.(0%.&62%!(
9%!&624(%#(D'#8"-?

DhanbadAgency:  In the second wave 
6:(&0'(8-63"-('1%$'<%!7(&0'(#,<3'2(6:(
.'2%6,.(1"&%'#&.(%.(%#!2'".%#8('9'24($"4?((
A0'(12'.'#&(&%<'(%.(9'24(!0"--'#8%#8?((K:(
'9'246#'(>62C.(0"2$7(>'(!"#(&"!C-'(&0%.(
!0"--'#8'?((;0'!C(&0'(9%&"-%&4(6:(.'2%6,.(
06.1%&"-%+'$(1"&%'#&.("&(%#&'29"-.(6:('9'24(
L(06,2.?((I#(MKN(!"#(3'(-6$8'$(,#$'2(
the Disaster Management Act for any 
#'8-%8'#!'?((K<<'$%"&'-4("!!'1&(.'2%6,.(
1"&%'#&.(!6<%#8(&6(&0'(06.1%&"-("#$(.&"2&(
8%9%#8(#'!'.."24(<'$%!%#'.?((A0'("369'(
."%$(G'1,&4(;6<<%..%6#'2?

-&$'.)*'/!012!"#)&(!,3$(3$43,!

'44),35!(#!6!73'&,!81!9:(;!<$3!

:$!=;&:,,)&!>1"0!4',3
New Delhi, Correspondent. 

A0'( "#&%5&'2262( 1263'(
agency NIA on Monday 
."%$( &0"&( O2#"C,-"<( PKI(
court convicted accused Ali 
Hossain alias Mohammed Ali 
)6.."%#( %#( "( A02%..,2( M"C'(
K#$%"#(;,22'#!4(P6&'.(QMK;PR(
case to six years of rigorous 
%<12%.6#<'#&("#$("(*%#'(6:(N.(
ST7UUU?( I!!,.'$(I-%(),.."%#7(
"( 2'.%$'#&( 6:( E"$"5P,&"#(
Shibanagar in Murshidabad 
district of West Bengal was 
366C'$( ,#$'2( .'!&%6#.( VSWD(
"#$( VSW;( 6:( KE;( :62( 0%.( 26-'(
%#( 126!,2%#87( 16..'..%#8( "#$(
!%2!,-"&%#8( MK;P( %#( X'2"-"?(
A0%.( !".'( >".( 62%8%#"--4(
2'8%.&'2'$( "&( A02%..,2( O".&(
E6-%!'( =&"&%6#7( A02%..,2( ;%&4(
%#(X'2"-"(6#(I,8,.&(YW7(LUYS(
against Ali Hossain under 
.'!&%6#.( VSWD( "#$( VSW;( 6:(
&0'( KE;( :6--6>%#8(&0'(.'%+,2'(
of two counterfeit Indian 
!,22'#!4( #6&'.( QMK;PR( 6:( N.(
2000 denomination, from 
0%.( 16..'..%6#?=,3.'Z,'#&-47(
based on his interrogation, 
"( &6&"-( 6:( YUY( MK;P( 6:( N.(
2000 face value each, were 
recovered from his residence 
%#(E"-"CC"$($%.&2%!&?

A0'( P"&%6#"-( K#9'.&%8"&%6#(
I8'#!4( QPKIR( &66C( 69'2( &0%.(
!".'( 6#( [!&63'2( L\7( LUYS(
"#$(3'8"#( %#9'.&%8"&%6#?( A0'(
1263'( "8'#!4( %#9'.&%8"&%6#(
had revealed that in the 
4'"2( LUYS7( "369'( "!!,.'$(
I-%( )6.."%#( 0"$( !6#.1%2'$(
>%&0( "!!,.'$( I-%<( =0'%C( Q"(
Bangladeshi national and 
"3.!6#$%#8R( &6( .<,88-'(
MK;P( %#&6( X'2"-"7( >%&0( "#(
intention to use the same as 

genuine Indian Currency, for 
,#-">:,-(8"%#?((][#(I,8,.&(YW7(
LUYS(&0'("!!,.'$(I-%()6.."%#(
C#6>%#8-4( &2%'$( &6( ,.'( &0'(
counterfeit currency notes 
6:( N.( LUUU( $'#6<%#"&%6#( ".(
8'#,%#'( &'#$'2( %#( .061.( "&(
A02%..,2( >0'2'( &0'4( >'2'(
detected and he was arrested”, 
the NIA said, adding that 
further investigation against 
absconding accused Alim 
=0'%C0(0".(3''#(!6#&%#,'$?

?'+3$(,!,;#)*5!@3!(3,(35!'(!
'$!:$(3&A'*!#B!3A3&7!C!;#)&,D!
E3F)(7!"#//:,,:#$3&

?#*:43!'&&3,(35!,:G!'44),35!

'$5!,3$(!(;3/!(#!H':*

Dhanbad, Correspondent. 

In the case of the murder of a 
L^54'"256-$( 46,&0( %#( X"#"C"#%(
#,<3'2( :6,2( %#( "( $2"%#( $%.1,&'(
6#( =,#$"47( &0'( 16-%!'( 0"9'(
%#%&%"&'$( "!&%6#( 34( *%-%#8( &>6(
.'1"2"&'(MKN.(6#(&0'(.&"&'<'#&.(
6:( 36&0( .%$'.?( ( =%_( 1'61-'( :26<(
the accused side of the murder 
were arrested and sent to jail 
":&'2(%#9'.&%8"&%#8(;626#"?(()'2'(
the situation remains tense 
":&'2( &0'( %#!%$'#&?( ( E6-%!'( %.(
!"<1%#8(6#(&0'(.16&?((==E(/"#6F(
="9"28%4"2(2'"!0'$(&0'(.16&("#$(
%#9'.&%8"&'$( &0'( <"&&'2?( ( E,&C%(
;[( =0,302"( N"#%( "-.6( 2'"!0'$(
&0'( 16-%!'( .&"&%6#( "#$( %#Z,%2'$(
"36,&( &0'( %#!%$'#&?( (E6-%!'(0"9'(
2'!69'2'$( &0'( C#%:'( ,.'$( %#( &0'(
murder from a water drum 

1-"!'$( %#( &0'( 06,.'( 6:( &0'(
"!!,.'$?( (E6-%!'(0"9'(2'8%.&'2'$(
"( !".'( 6:( <,2$'27( "&&'<1&( &6(
murder against Anuj Chauhan, 
N60%&( ;0",0"#7( =%&"2"<(
;0",0"#7(G''1"C(;0",0"#("-%".(
Sonu, Saroj Chauhan, Balaji 
Chauhan, Savitri Devi on the 
.&"&'<'#&( 6:( N"&#'.0( ;0",0"#?((
N"&#'.0( 0".( "--'8'$( %#( &0'(
statement that when his elder 
326&0'2(N6.0"#(E2"."$(;0",0"#(
6116.'$( &0'( !-'"#%#8( 6:( &0'(
$2"%#(34(&0'(."%$(1'61-'7(0'(>".(
.'2%6,.-4( %#F,2'$( 34( "&&"!C%#8(
0%<( >%&0( "( .0"215'$8'$( C#%:'?((
)'"2%#8( &0'( 326&0'2J.( 96%!'7(
he and his mother ran to save 
0%<7( &0'#( "&&"!C'$( 0%<( >%&0( "(
C#%:'?( ( K#( 62$'2( &6( 3'( &"C'#( &6(
&0'( 06.1%&"-( :62( &2'"&<'#&7( 0%.(
326&0'2(.,!!,<3'$?(

8#'5!H'/!#$!(;3!53/'$5!B#&!,'*'&7
Alakdiha, 

Correspondent. 

[#( /6#$"47( LTV(
,#628"#%+'$( -"362'2.(
>62C%#8(%#(#,<3'2(.%_("#$(
#%#'( 6:( &0'( P62&05=6,&0(
A%.."( 126F'!&( 6:( D;; J̀.(
`6$#"(2'8%6#(.&611'$(>62C(
%#( &0'( .%$%#8( "#$( 3-6!C'$(
the road near the South 
A%.2"( H"&'( $'<"#$%#8( "(
&02''5<6#&0( ."-"24?( ( 8"9'?((
O<1-64''.(.06,&'$(.-68"#.(
"8"%#.&( &0'( <"#"8'<'#&?((
A0'( '<1-64''.( 6:( &0'(
siding were demanding 
that the amount deducted 
:26<(&0'(."-"24(3'(,1$"&'$(
&6(&0'(1,3-%!(&6(3'(!2'$%&'$(
&6( &0'( EM( %&'<( >%&0( &0'(
1"4<'#&( 6:( "22'"2.( 6:(
&02''( <6#&0.?( ( a#$'2(
&0'( "'8%.( 6:( &0'( D;Xa7(
the road was jammed by 
,#628"#%+'$(-"362'2.(.%#!'(
<62#%#87( $%.2,1&%#8( &0'(
&2"#.162&"&%6#( 6:( !6"-( &6(
&0'( 16>'2( 06,.'7( /6#'&(
@".0'24?( ( G%.1"&!0( 6:(
!6"-( :26<( &2,!C.( >".( "-.6(
"::'!&'$?( ( I:&'2( 2'!'%9%#8(
the information, Amit 
X,<"27( ."-'.( <"#"8'2( 6:(
`6$#"( 2'8%6#( 2'"!0'$( &0'(

.16&?( ()'(&2%'$(&6(!6#9%#!'(
the agitating laborers to 
remove road jams, but was 
,#.,!!'..:,-?( ( =6<'&%<'(
-"&'27( I-"C$%0"( "#$( A%.2"(
16-%!'( "22%9'$( "#$( :62!'$(
&0'( >62C'2.( &6( 2'<69'(
road jams, citing corona 
"#$( -6!C6,&.( "#$( :'"2( 6:(
-'8"-( "!&%6#?( ( A0'( .&"::(
ended the road jam and sat 
on the dharna until their 
$'<"#$.(>'2'(!6#.%$'2'$?((
E26F'!&( 6:*%!'2( E"#C"F(
X,<"27( ":&'2( 2'"!0%#8( &0'(
.%$%#87("..,2'$(&0'(>62C'2.(
&6( 2'.6-9'( &0'( !".'( 6:( EM(

with the GM and contractor 
#'_&(>''C("#$( 2'.6-9'( &0'(
1"4<'#&( 6:( ."-"2%'.( %#( "(
$"4(62( &>6?( (="&%.*%'$(>%&0(
&0'( E[J.( "..,2"#!'7( &0'(
staff ended the agitation 
":&'2(:6,2(06,2.?((M26<(\(&6(
YY( "<7( &0'2'(>".( "( Z,','(
6:(!6"-5-6"$'$(9'0%!-'.($,'(
&6(26"$( F"<.?( ( (G[(06-$'2.(
:"!'$(1263-'<.($,'( &6( &0'(
>'%80&( 6:( &2,!C.( "&( &0'(
:62C(06,.'( "#$(#6( -6"$%#8(
6:( !6"-?( ( A2"#.162&"&%6#( 6:(
coal began after the road 
F"<('#$'$?((D;Xa(2'8%6#"-(
.'!2'&"24(=0%9C,<"2(=%#80(

said that laborers are facing 
"( -6&( 6:( $%:*%!,-&%'.( $,'( &6(
#6#51"4<'#&( 6:( 2'8,-"2(
<6#&0-4( ."-"24?( ( @62C'2.(
are already troubled in 
&0'( ;626#"( 1'2%6$?( ( K#(
the absence of salary, the 
maintenance of the family 
%.(#6&(3'%#8($6#'(1261'2-4?((
Management is not serious 
about giving regular wages 
&6( -"362'2.?( ( K:( &0'( ."-"24(
%.( #6&( 1"%$( .66#( "#$( &0'(
"<6,#&( 6:( EM( $'$,!&'$(
:26<( &0'( &02''54'"2( ."-"24(
%.(#6&($'16.%&'$("#$(%.(#6&(
,1$"&'$7( &0'( 2'5<69'<'#&(
>%--( 3'( :62!'$?( ( )'( ."%$(
that in a conversation 
with the contractor, the 
SDO had directed the 
.!2"11%#8( 6:( &0'( EM( !".'(
&02''(<6#&0.("86?( (b'&( &0'(
!6#&2"!&62( %.( $68<"&%!?((
A0'( <69'<'#&( %#!-,$'$(
B%&'#$2"( P%.0"$7( /"$0,(
D"#'2F''7( N"<92%C.0"(
G0"2%7( =0"#C"2( E".>"#7(
Bhola Paswan, Devanandan 
Paswan, Dinesh Paswan, 
Shibu Bauri, Vinod Dhari, 
B"4"$2"&0"( E".>"#7( N%#C,(
Devi, Alta Devi, Chandra 
G'9%7( ;006&C%( /"#F0%( 
"#$(6&0'2.?

"#'*!,/)%%*:$%!:$!I#F'*4;'.!'$5!

J',)53AF)&!)$53&!(;3!%):,3!#B!#)(,#)&4:$%

Dhanbad, Correspondent. 

Not only India, but the whole 
world is worried about 
'#9%26#<'#&"-( 16--,&%6#?((
O<10".%.( %.( 3'%#8( -"%$( 34(
the Indian government and 
'#9%26#<'#&"-%.&.( &6( 1-"#&(
more and more trees so 
that the environment can 
3'( 3"-"#!'$7( >0%-'( D;;`(
6:*%!%"-.($6(#6&(0'.%&"&'(&6($6(
ruthless harvesting of green 
&2''.( :62( &0'%2( .'-*%.0#'..(
"#$( !6"-( 126$,!&%6#?( ( A0%.(
is the reason why in recent 
times there has been a huge 
%#!2'".'( %#( "%2( 16--,&%6#( %#(
G0"#3"$($%.&2%!&?((E26$,!%#8(
coal by damaging the 
environment cannot be 
said to be legitimate from 
anywhere, while thousands 
of trees have been ruthlessly 
12,#'$( %#( &0'( E,&C''( "2'"?((
District President of the 
I--( K#$%"( D"!C>"2$( ;-"..'.(
I..6!%"&%6#( N"&#'.0( X,<"2(
has sent a letter to the coal 
<%#%.&'2( "--'8%#8( 16--,&%6#(

by cutting thousands of 
82''#( &2''.( %#( H61"-1%!0"C(
!6--%'24( %#( E,&C''5D"-%0"2%(
"2'"( #,<3'2( .'9'#( 6:( D;;`(
&6( 3'#'*%&( &0'( 6,&.6,2!%#8(
!6<1"#4?((/2?(X,<"2(0".(."%$(
%#( &0'( -'&&'2( &0"&( HX(/'0&"7(
E26F'!&([:*%!'2("&(H61"-%!0"C(
;6--%'24( %#( E,&C''5D"-%0"2%(
Area number seven, is 
leaving no stone unturned 
&6(!,&("#$(16--,&'(&06,."#$.(
6:( 82''#( &2''.( &6( 3'#'*%&(
&0'( X;)))Bc( 6,&.6,2!%#8(

!6<1"#4?( ( X;))E`Bc(
Outsourcing owner Sanjay 
X0'<C"7( H/( 6:( [,&.6,2!%#8(
and Mines Manager Gauri 
=0"#C"2( "#$( H61"-%!0"C(
E26F'!&( [:*%!'2( HX( /'0&"(
are crossing the threshold 
6:( %<<62"-%&4?( ( HX( /'0&"7(
$'.1%&'(3'%#8("(D;;`(6:*%!'27(
%.( #6&( >62C%#8( :62( D;;`(
but only for an outsourcing 
!6<1"#4?( (A0'4('"2#("(0':&4(
amount every month from 
"#( 6,&.6,2!%#8( !6<1"#4?((

X;))E`Bc7( C#6>#( :62( !6"-(
.<,88-%#87( C''1.( ."9%#8(
&0'( 6,&.6,2!%#8( !6<1"#4(
&6( /2?( /'0&"( 34( .,1162&%#8(
6,&.6,2!%#8?( ( )'( 0".( ."%$(
&0"&( H",2%( =0"#C"27( 8'#'2"-(
manager and mines manager 
6:( X;))E`Bc( !6<1"#47(
0"$( &"C'#( 1'2<%..%6#( :26<(
&0'( :62'.&( $'1"2&<'#&( &6(
!,&( 6#-4( dW^U( &2''.( "#$(
cut 52500 green trees on 
the strength of goons and 
<"*%".?( ( K#( &0%.( 2'8"2$7( "(
.,%&(@E( QEK`R(P6?( d^dd(>".(
*%-'$( %#( N"#!0%( )%80( ;6,2&(
%#( &0'( 4'"2( LUUS( 34( N"#F%&(
Singh elise  Bablu Singh, 
E2'.%$'#&( 6:( H2"<''#( OC&"(
Manch, which is still under 
!6#.%$'2"&%6#?( ( A0'( !6,2&(
:,2&0'2( 1260%3%&'$( :'--%#8(
6:( &2''.( $,2%#8( &0'( 0'"2%#8?((
G'.1%&'( &0%.7( HX( /'0&"(
again cut down thousands 
6:( &2''.?( ( N"#F%&( =%#80( 0".(
"8"%#(.16C'#( %#( &0'(!6,2&( &6(
*%-'("(!6#&'<1&(6:(!6,2&(!".'?((
A0'( 6,&.6,2!%#8( !6<1"#4(
%.( %--'8"--4( '_&2"!&%#8( !6"-?((

HX( /'0&"( $'.&264'$( &0'(
tree by cutting down the 
trees and is still busy drying 
some remaining trees so that 
&0'4( !"#( 3'( !,&( $6>#?( ( /2?(
X,<"2(0".( ."%$( %#( &0'( -'&&'2(
that the general manager of 
X;))E`Bc( [,&.6,2!%#8( 0".(
1"..'$( &0'( :"C'( 3%--( 6:( [DN(
"#$( !6"-( 34( 1"4%#8( "( 0':&4(
"<6,#&(&6(&0'(126F'!&(6:*%!'2(
HX( /'0&"( "#$( %.( !0'"&%#8(
D;;`( 6:( !262'.( 6:( 2,1''.(
'9'24( <6#&0?( ( X;)E`E`Bc(
6,&.6,2!%#8( !6<1"#4(
6>#'2( ="#F"4( X0'<C"( 0".(
%#*-,'#!'$( "--( %#9'.&%8"&%6#.(
on the strength of high lobby 
"#$(<6#'4?((="#F"4(X0'<C"J.(
!6<1"#4( %.( "-.6( 61'2"&%#8(
%#( c".,$'91,2( !6--%'24( 6:(
D;; J̀.( "2'"( #,<3'2( *%9'(
and coal smuggling is being 
$6#'( >%&0( E26F'!&( [:*%!'2(
="&%#$'2( =%#80?( ( ="&%#$'2(
Singh and mines manager 
H",2%( =0"#C"2( 0"9'( 3''#(
accused of stealing coal 
&02%!'(%#(D".,$'91,2(!6--%'247(
3,&(#6("!&%6#(0".(3''#(&"C'#(

till date as the investigation 
was affected on the basis of 
<6#'4?( ( A0'( <".&'2<%#$( 6:(
coal smuggling and looting 
34( &0'( !6<1"#4( "&( 36&0( &0'(
locations is mines manager 
H",2%( =0"#C"2?( ( E26F'!&(
6:*%!'2( ="&'#$2"( =%#80( %.(
involved in smuggling of 
!6"-( "&( D".,$'91,2( !6--%'24(
"#$("&(HX(/'0&"(H61"-"!0%!(
!6--%'24?( ( I1"2&( :26<( .'--%#8(
smuggled coal to the mandis 
of other states, Sanjay 
X0'<C"( %.( !6#.,<'$( %#( &0'(
C%-#?( ( D;;`( ;/G( %.( 8'&&%#8(
82''#( &2''.(1-"#&'$( %#('9'24(
!6--%'24( "#$( H61"-%!0"CJ.(
126F'!&( 6:*%!'2( HX( /'0&"(
is getting the green trees 
cut from the outsourcing 
!6<1"#4?( ( /2?( X,<"2( 0".(
said that wherever Sanjay 
X0'<C"(%.(2,##%#8(&0'(<%#'.(
incorrectly, a case will be 
*%-'$("8"%#.&(0%<(%#(&0'(!6,2&?((
/2?(X,<"2(0".(.6,80&(&6(&"C'(
necessary action against 
X;))E`Bc( 6>#'2( ="#F"4(
X0'<C"("#$(6&0'2.?

!=;3!2&(!#B!K:A:$%!=#!8)$!2!
10- Day Online Campaign 
>#&!J3L3&!J&3'(;:$%!2$5!
M(&3,,!83*:3B
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 SSP investigates murder case
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RAMGARH, Correspondent. 
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various channels are bringing 
various things related to corona 
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the negligence of the government 
or the district administration under 
the corona control or the guidelines 

issued by the central or state 
government, they have 
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to bring before the 
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are also getting 
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were not included in the frontline 
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against greedy  ambulance drivers charging 
high rates, the Delhi Police has arrested an 
ambulance driver for allegedly charging 
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New Delhi, 
Correspondent. 
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initiative by six young 
girls from Assam may 
."9'( -"C'.( :26<( >"&'2(
hyacinth menace as they 
have successfully used it 
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living in the fringe of the 
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who shared this biome 
for centuries, but over 
the years suffered from 
excessive growth and 
accumulation of water 
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by the girls, whose families 
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on the wetland for 
survival, could contribute 
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the environmental 
conservation and 
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Beel and also ensure local 
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was triggered through an 
initiative by North East 
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entire women community 
associated with a 
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meaning dream, led by the 
six girls to create wealth 
from water hyacinth 
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of livelihood for indigenous 
communities to become 
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As the collection, drying 
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water hyacinth before using 
it for weaving is the most 
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in engagement of 38 
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Vacancies in the judiciary are 

troubling. But other issues exist, too
Chitrakshi Jain 

A report tabled in Parliament by the 
Standing Committee for the Ministry of 
Law and Justice has details regarding 
the status of judicial appointments 
in the high courts. It should be 
commended for the transparency 
it has induced in the process. High 
courts currently have a sanctioned 
strength of 1,080 judges and are 
working with only 661 judges, leaving 
419 posts vacant. This approximates 
to a 39 per cent vacancy and is a 
!"##$%"&'( )$*+#'( *$,'-( ./'( 0','0( "1(
pendency in the courts in India. This 
is despite the fact that the Department 
of Justice has been publishing monthly 
statistics regarding the status of 
vacancies in each high court. The 
report pointed out that as against 
419 vacancies in the high courts, 211 
recommendations were yet to be 
received from high court collegiums. 
Of the 211 vacancies for which the 
appointment process has not begun, 
the high courts of Punjab and Haryana, 
Allahabad, Delhi, and Gujarat, are yet 
to send recommendations for 30, 27, 
23 and 21 posts respectively. Overall, 
the Allahabad High Court has the 
most number of vacant posts (64) 
followed by Calcutta (40) and Punjab 
and Haryana (37). The report also 
$2'-.$)$'2( ./3.( "+.( "1( ./'( .".30( 456(
proposals received by the Department 
of Justice, 92 proposals (44.23 per 
cent) were pending clearance with 
the Supreme Court Collegium and 
116 proposals (55.76 per cent) are 
with the Department of Justice for 
examination. Interestingly, of the 
total 116 proposals pending with the 
Department, 48 proposals (41.37 
per cent) are awaiting clearance 
from the Intelligence Bureau. The 
Standing Committee has instructed 
the department to request all 
the stakeholders including the 
high court collegiums to expedite 
the appointment process. The 
appointment of the judges to the high 
courts is governed by Article 217 of 
the Constitution. In addition to the 
constitutional provisions, the process 
of appointments outlined in the 
Memorandum of Procedure (MoP) is a 
lengthy one. It is initiated by the Chief 
Justice of the concerned high court 
who recommends the nominees to the 
state government. Ideally, this process 
should begin six months prior to the 
occurrence of the vacancy. It appears 
from the data released by the Standing 
Committee that some vacancies are 
as old as 2015 and the department 
has not received a recommendation 
against the post. The state government 
then sends the recommendation to the 
Union Law Ministry, which then sends 

it to the Supreme Court Collegium. 
It is a cumbersome procedure and 
while timelines for certain stages are 
contemplated in the MoP, they are 
rarely adhered to in the absence of an 
overall time limit for the completion 
of the process. It is important to 
note that the Supreme Court has 
been monitoring the vacancies in the 
district judiciary. It had prescribed 
timelines for the selection of judges at 
the state level in Malik Mazhar Sultan 
v UP Public Service Commission in 
2006. In October 2018, the Supreme 
Court took suo motu cognisance of 
the vacancies in the district judiciary 
and asked state governments and 
/$*/( 7"+#.%( ."( )$0'( %.3.+%( #'8"#.%(
with regard to the status of judicial 
vacancies and physical infrastructure 
in the states and it has been 
monitoring the selections since. 
While this monitoring might be well 
intentioned, by focussing solely on the 
9+2$7$30("1)$7'#%(3.(./'(2$%.#$7.(0','0:($.(
/3%(",'#0"";'2(./'(2'03<($-()$00$-*(./'(
high court vacancies. The other issue 
with focusing disproportionately 
on vacancies is that it eclipses 
deeper questions regarding the way 
the sanctioned strength has been 
7307+03.'2( $-( ./'( )$#%.( 8037'=( >.( $%(
assumed that a court working at full 
strength will be working productively. 

However, we currently do not have 
any way to measure the productivity 
of individual judges and the courts. 
Judge strength in India has been 
expanded in an ad hoc manner and 
there is little transparency regarding 
the parameters that are considered 
for these important calculations. We 
currently do not know if it is revised 
periodically or who is in charge of 
the revisions. A well-functioning 
legal system depends on an accurate 
calculation of judge strength. A rational 
method based on strong empirical 
criteria such as litigation patterns of 
the state, the volume of pendency and 
the current disposal rates of judges 
amongst others should be devised 
and adopted by the judiciary for all 
the tiers. The other area of concern 
is the composition of the higher 
judiciary. While data regarding caste 
is not available, women are fairly 
underrepresented in the higher 
judiciary. The Standing Committee 
in its recommendations has asked 
the Department of Justice to submit 
its considered view on making the 
higher judiciary more inclusive. The 
?.3-2$-*( @"&&$..''( /3%( $2'-.$)$'2(
the right issues, however, a deeper 
conversation on the norms governing 
judge strength and the composition is 
long overdue.

A newspaper article led to the creation of 
one of the masterpieces of Bollywood’s 
once-thriving “Muslim social” genre. 
Bazaar (1982) was written after its 
director Sagar Sarhadi read a report 
about young girls being married off to 
older Arabs in Hyderabad. At the time, he 
was one of the most sought-after writers 
in Bollywood, having scripted hits such 
as Kabhi Kabhie (1976), Noorie (1979) 
3-2( ?$0%$03( ABC6BD=( E'( /32( #')$-'2( /$%(
skill as a writer under the guidance of 
F3$)$( GH&$( 3-2( ?39932( I3/''#:( .$.3-%( "1(
the Progressive Writers’ Association 
and had himself been a part of the 
Indian People’s Theatre Association. It 
is this lineage that, perhaps, compelled 
him to take a hard look at this story of 
exploitation. Bazaar was an unexpected 
J"KL"1)$7'( /$.( 3-2( $%( #'&'&J'#'2( 3%(
a classic for powerful performances 
and Khayyam’s immortal music. Born 
Gangasagar Talwar near Abbottabad in 
today’s Pakistan, the writer carried the 
memories of his native land — the Urdu 
name for which is Sooba Sarhad — in his 
nom de plume. His family was displaced 
during Partition. After completing his 
schooling in Delhi, Sarhadi moved to 
Mumbai, where he began to publish short 
stories and direct plays. He also started to 
!#$.'(%7#''-803<%(3-2(2$30"*+'(1"#()$0&%(
."(&3;'(3(0$,$-*=(M'%8$.'(/$%()$,'(2'732'%(
$-( N"00<!""2:( ?3#/32$O%( )$0&"*#38/<( $%(
brief. It was partly the result of his own 
choices and partly because the kind of 
)$0&%(/'(!#".':(!$./( ./'$#( 0$.'#3#<( )03$#:(
well-observed psychological details 
and sharp dialogue, had increasingly 
ceased to interest the audience. But 
','-(!$./(/$%(%/"#.()$0&"*#38/<:(?3#/32$(
left a lasting impact. He had a talent for 
plumbing the depths of the human heart 
to create indelible characters; the strong 
women characters he scripted were 
brought to life by artists such as Rakhi, 
Smita Patil, Rekha and Shabana Azmi. 
His demise marks the end of a singular 
voice in Hindi cinema.

Mukesh Kumar Thakur
Last year, the Madhya Pradesh High Court set 
a disturbing precedent when it asked a man 
accused of sexual assault to tie a rakhi on the 
victim as a condition for granting him bail. The 
Supreme Court has not only struck down the 
order as invalid, arguing that it “transforms a 
molester into a brother by a judicial mandate” 
but also laid down a set of comprehensive 
guidelines that discourage the judiciary from 
orders that trivialise sexual crimes against 
women and language that regurgitates 
demeaning stereotypes about women. This 
rulebook against patriarchal bias is immensely 
welcome — and a landmark attempt to nudge 
the judiciary to recognise the everyday, in-built 
sexism that manifests in orders that ask victims 
of sexual crime to marry their assailants and 
evaluates women victims by notions of chastity 
and “good” conduct. “The stereotype of the 
$2'30( %'K+30(3%%3+0.(,$7.$&(2$%P+30$)$'%( %','#30(
accounts of lived experiences of sexual assault. 
Rape myths undermine the credibility of those 
women who are seen to deviate too far from 
stereotyped notions of chastity, resistance to 
rape, having visible physical injuries, behaving a 
certain way, reporting the offence immediately,” 
the court said. The SC counselled lower courts 
against bail conditions that involve any contact 
with the victim and the accused; orders that 
perpetuate “stereotypical or patriarchal notions 
about women and their place in society” or 
comment on the woman’s attire, behaviour 
or “morals”. It warned against attempts by 
the judiciary to “suggest or entertain” any 
compromises between the complainant and the 
accused. It asked judges to desist from opinions 
that suggest “good” women are chaste, or 
obedient, or natural mothers, and those that 
express doubt about the intentions of a sexually 
active woman’s intent. The court has also 
mandated a module of gender sensitisation in 
the training of judges. The Supreme Court had 
stepped in when several SC lawyers moved 
the court against the egregious rakhi ruling. 
In their submission, the lawyers pointed to a 
pattern of such retrograde orders, from asking 
the accused in cases of sexual crime to render 
community service in COVID-19 hospitals, to 
planting trees and contributing to charities; 
from an order that commented disapprovingly 
on a woman who fell asleep after rape “as this 
is not the way our women react when they are 
ravished”; to orders granting bail in POCSO 
cases on the promise to marry the underage 
victim. The Supreme Court also sought the 
advice of the attorney-general, who assented to 
the need for sensitisation . The Court has done 
well for using this opportunity to push judicial 
common sense into a less patriarchal terrain 
of constitutional rights and violations. It must 
also be vigilant that this code of gender equity 
is followed in letter and spirit.

His own script

Code of equality

Prem Singh  
Ram Manohar Lohia’s birth anniversary falls 
on March 23. During the events organised 
to mark this occasion, demands are made to 
the government for posthumous conferment 
of India’s highest civilian honour, the Bharat 
Ratna, on Lohia. I anticipate that this year 
will be no different. Bihar Chief Minister 
Nitish Kumar had placed this demand before 
President Ram Nath Kovind after the President 
delivered a Lohia memorial lecture in a private 
university. However, it would be an injustice to 
Lohia and his legacy if the government confers 
the Bharat Ratna on Lohia for many reasons. 
One, Lohia was a strong advocate of rights 
and civil liberties and he considered civil 
liberties/rights as the foundation for fostering 
and strengthening democracy in the country 
and the world. He had this belief about civil 
liberties/rights from the very beginning of 
his political life. At the same time, the issue of 
civil liberties/rights for him was not merely 
theoretical; much of his political activism was 
spent in holding/joining protest movements 
related to civil and democratic rights and 
demands of common people, and in going to 
jail. Lohia was incarcerated in independent 
India more than he was during the British 
rule. It was but natural that the colonial 
government would make false accusations 
on a freedom-conscious person like Lohia 
and torture him to the maximum extent in 
jails. But the government, police and courts 
of independent India showed no restraint 
in making false, baseless allegations/cases 
and displaying indecent behaviour towards 
Lohia. Lohia was arrested more than 25 times, 
including during the freedom movement, the 
Goa Liberation Movement, the movement for 
democracy in Nepal. In 1964, during his visit 
to America, he was arrested by the police 
for protesting against racial discrimination 
at public places. For Lohia, the meaning of 
freedom of the individual was not limited to 
the personal freedom of any leader or activist. 
His goal was to make the value of individual 
freedom meaningful at the level of the whole 
of humanity. He considered freedom from 

colonial slavery as the democratic right of 
every Indian. Lohia was lodged in Lahore 
Fort jail after his arrest during the Quit India 
movement. The British government allowed 
him to be released on parole to attend 
the funeral of his father. He did not accept 
release on parole because as an Indian and 
a human being he considered his arrest and 
8+-$%/&'-.(+-9+%.$)$3J0'=(Q"/$3(!3%(./'("-0<(
child of his parents; The funeral took place 
in his absence. Lohia wrote a pamphlet titled 
“The Concept of Civil Liberties” for the Indian 
Civil Liberties Union (ICLU), established by the 
Congress in 1936, headed by Rabindranath 
Tagore with Sarojini Naidu as acting president. 
However, after independence, the Congress 
itself was not committed to the expectations 
and pledges mentioned in that pamphlet. 
During the struggle for independence and 
in independent India, Lohia was adamant 
in his support for Gandhi’s designated non-
violent practice (civil disobedience) and 
accepted it as the greatest revolution of 
human civilisation. Only during the Quit India 
Movement or the August Revolution did he 
(along with Jayaprakash Narayan) improvise 
this stance. It was not Lohia’s way to become 
democratic by keeping the option of violence 
in reserve. He also accepted no alternative 
to transparency in a peaceful resistance. His 
idea of socialist revolution and the way of 

struggle in that direction had been moulded 
in the blast furnace of democracy. Therefore, 
Lohia believed that if the struggle for civil 
liberties/rights is an art of strengthening 
the spirit and institutions of democracy, 
then it is an essential condition to have faith 
in the democratic setup. Lohia was against 
the dictatorship imposed on the people, and 
also against the indirect dictatorship in the 
name of the people. It is a distinct feature 
of Lohia that he was equally supportive of 
the freedom of the individual along with 
constitutional civil liberties. Lohia did not 
accept suppression of individual freedom 
— whether the freedom of the individual 
was constrained under the feudal structure 
or under any modern ideology/system. He 
believed that the human mind is always on the 
path of quest. Therefore, no ideology/party 
can be perfect. He was against stagnation/
indisposition, gang-captivity and surveillance 
based on ideologies and political parties. He 
has included the value of individual freedom 
in his concept of “Sapta Kranti” (seven 
revolutions). In his contemplations, Lohia 
made a special emphasis on the freedom 
of women in all aspects. The goal of gender 
equality was at the top of Sapta Kranti. In 
this way, Lohia envisaged and advocated for a 
modern nation-state and democratic socialist 
system which provided an opportunity for 
the entire potential of men and women, in 
J"./(/+&3-(3-2(7$,$0( 1"#&%:( ."( )0"+#$%/=(R/'(
concept of “Chaukhambha Raj” (four-pillar 
state) propagated by him also contained 
the idea of freedom of diverse locations/
identities vis-a-vis centralist hegemony. From 
the time of independence there were some 
British laws and some new laws that violate 
civil liberties/rights. Since the introduction 
of the New Economic Policies in 1991, the 
enactment and use of such laws in the country 
has increased rapidly. During the tenure of 
the current Modi government, not only has 
there been an unprecedented boom in the 
enactment/amendment and use of laws that 
violate civil liberties/rights; it seems the 
government has launched a campaign taking 

repressive actions against the organisations/
peoples struggling for or under civil liberties/
rights. It has become a common practice to 
3##'%.( 8'"80'( 3-2( )$0'( %'2$.$"-( 73%'%( 3*3$-%.(
them. The data of the National Crime Records 
Bureau show that after 2014, sedition cases 
against citizens and organisations have 
$-7#'3%'2( %$*-$)$73-.0<=( S1( *#'3.'%.( 7"-7'#-(
is that the high-ranking political leadership 
is directly involved in the suppression of 
democratic resistance. Conferring the highest 
civilian award to Lohia, who had demanded 
the resignation of his party’s government in 
F'#303(",'#(3-($-7$2'-.("1()$#$-*("-(8#".'%.'#%(
in 1954, would be blatant contempt of his 
political thoughts and deeds. Ours is an era of 
corporate politics. This politics, from running 
a political party to contesting elections, 
thrives on the donations given by the super 
rich class of businessmen. Everyone knows 
that this wealth of donations comes from the 
$&&'-%'( 8#")$.%( ./3.( J+%$-'%%( /"+%'%( /3,'(
made from the purchase of national assets/
resources/public sector undertakings sold 
by the governments at throwaway prices, 
and from the government policies that serve 
./'$#(8#")$.L&3;$-*($-.'#'%.%=(R/'(7/3#$%&3("1(
corporate politics is worth noting that even 
the Prime Minister of the country feels pomp 
in the companionship of cronies and in using 
facilities offered by them. The government 
advocates the private sector openly in 
Parliament at the expense of the public sector, 
and is trying hard to make the private sector 
as strong as possible at the earliest. Lohia 
could not have imagined that this form of 
politics would take root in independent India. 
He did not have a bank account. His party did 
not take money from foreign governments/
institutions in the name of socialist revolution 
or movements. Lohia propounded the new 
idea of socialism vis-a-vis capitalism and 
communism. The present political setup has 
taken a plunge into corporate capitalism. 
Needless to say, that the Bharat Ratna to such 
a leader will be a huge dishonour and injustice 
to his memory.

Spare Ram Manohar Lohia from the 

ignominy of state honours

High courts currently 

have a sanctioned 

strength of 1,080 

judges and are 

working with only 

661 judges, leaving 

419 posts vacant. 

This approximates to 

a 39 per cent vacancy 

and is a worrisome 

!"#$%&'#"(&)'*+&',&(&,'

of pendency in the 

courts in India.

It had prescribed timelines for the selection of judges at 

the state level in Malik Mazhar Sultan v UP Public Service 

Commission in 2006. In October 2018, the Supreme Court 

took suo motu cognisance of the vacancies in the district 

!"#$%$&'()&*#)&+,-#)+.&.-)/01-'*2-*.+)&*#)3$/3)%0"'.+).0)4$5-)

status reports with regard to the status of judicial vacancies 

and physical infrastructure in the states and it has been 

monitoring the selections since. 
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News in Breif

were freed on Wednesday in what 
!""#!$#%&'(&)#&'*#&+,$-'&.#-'/$#&
by Myanmar’s military to placate 
"#$-,-'#0'&"$('#-'#$-12#3#$!4&5/44&)/-#-&
%$(3#&5$(6&7!0.(08-&0('($,(/-&90-#,0&
Prison. Myanmar state television said 
628 people had been released.Most of 
'*#6&:#$#&-'/%#0'-&"$#3,(/-4;&*#4%&!'&
police stations and prisons, reported 
the news portal Myanmar Now. Thein 
<!:&'(4%&=>&);&"*(0#&'*!'&'*#&?/%.#&
*!0%4,0.&*,-&@!-#&*!%&%$(""#%&!44&
@*!$.#-&!.!,0-'&*,6&)#@!/-#&*#&)##0&
%(,0.&*,-&?()&!'&'*#&',6#&(5&*,-&!$$#-'1&
A#&*!%&"*('(.$!"*#%&"(4,@#&@*!$.,0.&
'(:!$%&!0',B@(/"&"$('#-'#$-1='&4#!-'&
2,000 people have been arrested since 
'*#&@(/"C&!@@($%,0.&'(&'*#&!@',3,-'&
.$(/"&D*#&=--,-'!0@#&=--(@,!',(0&5($&
>(4,',@!4&>$,-(0#$-&E==>>F1&G0&D/#-%!;&
,0&H!0%!4!;C&!'&4#!-'&+,3#&"#("4#&:#$#&
-*('&%#!%C&,0@4/%,0.&!&IB;#!$B(4%&.,$4C&
!@@($%,0.&'(&H;!06!$&J(:12,0@#&
'*#&@(/"8-&(0-#'C&==>>&-!;-&,'&*!-&
@(0+,$6#%&'*#&K,44,0.-&(5&LIM&"#("4#&,0&
connection with the military’s post-
@(/"&@$!@K%(:01=&4!:;#$&5($&(/-'#%&
4#!%#$&=/0.&2!0&2//&N;,&-!,%&*#$&@(/$'&
*#!$,0.&*!%&)##0&%#4!;#%&/0',4&="$,4&OC&
'*#&-#@(0%&-/@@#--,3#&"(-'"(0#6#0'1
2//&N;,C&:*(&:!-&!$$#-'#%&!-&'*#&
6,4,'!$;&-#,P#%&"(:#$&(0&Q#)$/!$;&OC&
5!@#-&@*!$.#-&'*!'&,0@4/%#&'*#&!44#.#%4;&
,44#.!4&,6"($'&(5&-,R&*!0%*#4%&$!%,(-&
!0%&)$#!@*,0.&@($(0!3,$/-&"$('(@(4-1&
G0&H(0%!;C&ST&5($#,.0&6,0,-'#$-&
!""$(3#%&-!0@',(0-&(0&OO&,0%,3,%/!4-C&
,0@4/%,0.&'*#&H;!06!$&?/0'!8-&@*,#5&
H,0&=/0.&A4!,0.1A#&5!@#-&!0&!--#'-&
5$##P#&!0%&3,-!&)!0&5($&U/0%#$6,0,0.&
%#6(@$!@;&!0%&'*#&$/4#&(5&4!:V&,0&
Myanmar, said the EU. Myanmar’s 
6,4,'!$;C&(5+,@,!44;&K0(:0&!-&'*#&
Tatmadaw, controls two commercial 
@(0.4(6#$!'#-&:,'*&,0'#$#-'-&$!0.,0.&
5$(6&6,0,0.&'(&)!0K,0.1

Myanmar releases 
hundreds of post-
coup prisoners

2#3#0&'/.&)(!'-&*!3#&@(6#&'(&'*#&!,%&(5&!&@(0'!,0#$&
-*,"&'*!'&$!0&!.$(/0%&,0&'*#&2/#P&W!0!4&(0&D/#-%!;&
!0%&)4(@K#%&('*#$&3#--#4-&5$(6&'$!0-,',0.&(0#&(5&'*#&
:($4%8-&6(-'&,6"($'!0'&:!'#$:!;-1&2*,"'$!@K,0.&%!'!&
(0&X#+,0,',3&S,K(0&-*(:#%&'*#&'/.&)(!'-&-/$$(/0%,0.&
'*#&X(''#$%!6B)(/0%&3#--#4C&:*,@*&!""#!$#%&,0&'*#&
'$!@K,0.&6!"-&'(&-',44&)#&.$(/0%#%1D*#&LYYCYYYB'(00#&
3#--#4&#0&$(/'#&5$(6&'*#&X#%&2#!&'(&'*#&H#%,'#$$!0#!0&
$!0&!.$(/0%&!'&!)(/'&IZ[Y&!161&EYMZ[Y&\HDF&(0&
D/#-%!;&!5'#$&'*#&-*,"&-/55#$#%&!&)4!@K(/'C&"($'&
!.#0'-&\=W&-!,%&(0&,'-&:#)-,'#1&\=W&-!,%&OM&('*#$&
-*,"-&,0&'*#&0($'*)(/0%&@(03(;&)#*,0%&'*#&3#--#4&
:#$#&%#'!,0#%&!'&!0@*($!.#-&:!,',0.&5($&'*#&@!0!4&'(&
)#&@4#!$#%1&=&-(/'*)(/0%&@(03(;&:!-&!4-(&)4(@K#%C&,'&
-!,%1D*#&@(0'!,0#$&-*,"C&'*#&S3#$&\,3#0C&,-&[YY&6#'$#-&
4(0.&EOC]OL&5##'FC&M^&6#'$#-&:,%#&EO^]&5##'FC&!0%&@!0&
@!$$;&/"&'(&LYCYYY&LYB5(('&#_/,3!4#0'&EDSTF&-*,"",0.&
@(0'!,0#$-1&D*#&2/#P&W!0!4&=/'*($,';&E2W=F&@(/4%&0('&)#&
,66#%,!'#4;&$#!@*#%&5($&@(66#0'1J#!$4;&O^CYYY&-*,"-C&
($&!0&!3#$!.#&(5&MO1M&-*,"-&"#$&%!;C&:,'*&!&0#'&'(00!.#&
(5&O1OI&),44,(0&'(00#-&"!--#%&'*$(/.*&'*#&@!0!4&%/$,0.&
LYLYC&!@@($%,0.&'(&'*#&2W=1=)(/'&OL`&(5&'*#&:($4%&
'$!%#&3(4/6#&"!--#-&'*$(/.*&'*#&6!0B6!%#&@!0!4C&:*,@*&
,-&!&6!?($&-(/$@#&(5&*!$%&@/$$#0@;&5($&S.;"'1D!0K#$-&
*!3#&-'!$'#%&'(&",4#&/"&0#!$&'*#&2/#P&W!0!4&!-&'*#;&:!,'&
for the container ship to be moved.“This can have impact 
(0&5$#,.*'&3#$;&6/@*1&95&,'&4!-'-&4(0.#$C&,'&@!0&4#!%&'(&
-*,"6#0'&%#4!;-&)('*&:!;-CV&-!,%&!&2,0.!"($#B)!-#%&-*,"&
)$(K#$1D*#&,6"!@'&(0&(,4&!0%&.!-&+4(:-&:,44&%#"#0%&(0&
*(:&4(0.&,'&'!K#-&'(&@4#!$&'*#&@(0'!,0#$&-*,"C&,0%/-'$;&
-(/$@#-&-!,%1U95&,'&#R'#0%-&'(C&-!;C&:##K-&,'&:,44&(5&@(/$-#&
%,-$/"'&!44&-*,"",0.&,0&!&6!?($&:!;CV&-!,%&=-*(K&2*!$6!C&
6!0!.,0.&%,$#@'($&(5&2,0.!"($#B)!-#%&-*,")$(K#$&aX2&
a!R,1Ua/'&9&'*,0K&'*#$#&-*(/4%&)#&-/5+,@,#0'&$#-(/$@#-&
!3!,4!)4#&!0%&"$#'';&6/@*&,0&@4(-#&"$(R,6,';&'(&%#!4&:,'*&
'*#&-,'/!',(0&_/,@K4;C&,0&%!;-&$!'*#$&'*!0&:##K-CV&2*!$6!&
-!,%1&D:(&bJ\&'!0K#$-&!$#&-'/@K&!'&'*#&@!0!4&/0!)4#&'(&
"!--&'*$(/.*&!0%&);&D*/$-%!;&6!;&-:#44&'(&-,RC&!&-#@(0%&
2,0.!"($#B)!-#%&-*,")$(K#$1

Massive cargo ship 
turns sideways, blocks 
Egypt’s Suez Canal

Alaska talks: Is the US trying 
to turn China into a pariah?

Los Angeles, Agency. 

=& ':(B%!;& 6##',0.& )#':##0& '("& T2& %,"4(6!'-& !0%&
*,.*B4#3#4& W*,0#-#& $#"$#-#0'!',3#-& .('& /0%#$:!;& ,0&
=4!-K!& (0& D*/$-%!;C& @!"",0.& (55& !& :*,$4:,0%& :##K&
(5& =-,!& %,"4(6!@;& 5($& c!-*,0.'(01=5'#$& '!4K-& :,'*&
d!"!0&!0%&2(/'*&N($#!&#!$4,#$&'*,-&:##KC&T2&2#@$#'!$;&
(5& 2'!'#& =0'(0;& a4,0K#0& @!6#& !:!;& :,'*& $#5$#-*#%&
@(66,'6#0'-&'(&!&U-*!$#%&3,-,(0V&5($&!&U5$##&!0%&("#0V&
90%(&>!@,+,@C&:*,4#&-4!66,0.&W*,0!&5($&/-,0.&U@(#$@,(0&
!0%& !..$#--,(0& '(& .#'& ,'-& :!;1V90& =4!-K!C& a4,0K#0&:!-&
?(,0#%&);&T2&J!',(0!4&2#@/$,';&=%3,-($&d!K#&2/44,3!0&5($&
:*!'&'/$0#%&,0'(&!0&!,$,0.&(5&.$,#3!0@#-&:,'*&'("&W*,0#-#&
W(66/0,-'& >!$';& %,"4(6!'& 7!0.& d,#@*,& !0%& Q($#,.0&
H,0,-'#$& c!0.& 7,1& D*#& c*,'#& A(/-#& *!%& -!,%& !*#!%&
(5& '*#& '!4K-& '*!'& '*#&a,%#0&!%6,0,-'$!',(08-& +,$-'&*,.*B
4#3#4C& ,0B"#$-(0&6##',0.&:,'*&W*,0#-#& $#"$#-#0'!',3#-&
:!-& )#,0.& *#4%& 5$(6& !& U"(-,',(0& (5& -'$#0.'*V& !0%& U,0&
4(@K-'#"V&:,'*&!44,#-&!0%&"!$'0#$-1='&'*#&6##',0.C&7!0.&
-!,%&T2&*!%&!&U@(4%&:!$&6#0'!4,';CV&!0%&/-#%&,'-&6,4,'!$;&
!0%&#@(0(6,@&"(:#$&'(&U,0@,'#&('*#$&@(/0'$,#-&'(&!''!@K&
W*,0!1Va4,0K#0&!@@/-#%&W*,0!&(5&U'*$#!'#0,0.&'*#&$/4#-B
)!-#%& ($%#$& '*!'& 6!,0'!,0-& .4()!4& -'!),4,';V& :,'*& ,'-&
"(4,@,#-&(0&A(0.&N(0.C&D!,:!0&!0%&e,0?,!0.1D*#&'("&T2&
%,"4(6!'&*!%&!-K#%&$#"($'#$-&'(&$#6!,0&,0&'*#&$((6&'(&
*#!$& *,-& $#-"(0-#& '(& 7!0.8-& $#6!$K-& !0%& T2& @$,',@,-6&
(5&W*,0!8-&"(4,@,#-1&D*,-& ,-&0('&0($6!4&"$('(@(4& !'& -/@*&
*,.*B4#3#4& '!4K-C& :*,@*& !$#& /-/!44;& *#4%& )#*,0%& @4(-#%&

%(($-1S!$4,#$& '*,-& :##KC& a,%#0& !%6,0,-'$!',(0& (5+,@,!4-&
-!,%&'*#&'!4K-&:#$#&!,6#%&!'&6!K,0.&-/$#&a#,?,0.&K0#:&
'*!'&T2&%,"4(6!'-&:(/4%&%#4,3#$&'*#&-!6#&'(/.*&6#--!.#&
,0&"$,3!'#&!-&'*#;&*!3#&,0&"/)4,@1*,0!&*!%&"($'$!;#%&'*#&
#3#0'&!-&'*#&+,$-'&-'#"&'(:!$%-&!&%f'#0'#C&5(44(:,0.&5(/$&
;#!$-& (5& '#0-,(0& /0%#$& 5($6#$& T2& >$#-,%#0'& g(0!4%&

D$/6"1=*#!%&(5& '*#& '!4K-C&Q($#,.0&H,0,-'$;&-"(K#-6!0&
<*!(&b,?,!0&-!,%&'*#&W*,0#-#&%,"4(6!'-&:#$#&U,03,'#%&);&
'*#&T2&5($&!&*,.*B4#3#4&-'$!'#.,@&%,!4(./#CV&:*,@*&-##K-&'(&
U)$,0.&'*#&W*,0!BT2&$#4!',(0-*,"&)!@K&'(&'*#&$,.*'&'$!@K&
(5& -(/0%& !0%& -'#!%;& %#3#4("6#0'1VA(:#3#$C& a4,0K#0&
$#?#@'#%&'*!'&0(',(0&,0&5$(0'&(5&'*#&A(/-#&Q($#,.0&=55!,$-&
W(66,''##& 4!-'& :##K1UD*,-& ,-& 0('& !& -'$!'#.,@& %,!4(./#1&
There’s no intent at this point for a series of follow-on 
#0.!.#6#0'-CV& *#& -!,%1UD*(-#& #0.!.#6#0'-& h& $#!44;&
*!3#& '(& )#& )!-#%& (0& '*#& "$("(-,',(0& '*!'&:#8$#& -##,0.&
'!0.,)4#& "$(.$#--& !0%& '!0.,)4#& (/'@(6#-&(0& '*#& ,--/#-&
(5&@(0@#$0&'(&/-&:,'*&W*,0!CV&*#&!%%#%1UW*,0!&@(0',0/#-&
'(& "/-*& 5($& :*!'& ,'& @!44-& !& 0#:& ';"#& (5& .$#!'& "(:#$&
$#4!',(0-*,"CV&a(00,#&\4!-#$C&%,$#@'($&(5&'*#&W*,0!&>(:#$&
>$(?#@'& !'& '*#& W#0'#$& 5($& 2'$!'#.,@& !0%& 90'#$0!',(0!4&
2'/%,#-& EW292FC& '(4%& gc1UD*#& i-'$!'#.,@& %,!4(./#8& 5$!6#&
+,'-& '*#,$& 0(',(0& '*!'& '*#&T2& !0%&W*,0!& !$#& '*#& 4#!%,0.&
"(:#$-&'*!'&-*(/4%&6!K#&,6"($'!0'&%#@,-,(0-&'(.#'*#$&
!)(/'& '*#& :($4%1& D*#& T2& -*(/4%08'& )/;& ,0'(& '*!'CV& -*#&
!%%#%1&A(:#3#$C&!'&'*,-&"(,0'C&U'!0.,)4#&(/'@(6#-V&5$(6&
a#,?,0.&(3#$&c!-*,0.'(08-&@(0@#$0-&!)(/'&*/6!0&$,.*'-C&
%#6(@$!@;& !0%& -'$!'#.,@& -'!),4,';& -##6& 5!$& (551D*#& T2&
$#@#0'4;& -4!66#%&a#,?,0.8-& @$!@K%(:0&(0&A(0.&N(0.8-&
"$(B%#6(@$!@;&6(3#6#0'1& D*,-&:##KC& '*#&T2& ,6"(-#%&
-!0@',(0-&(0&L[&W*,0#-#&(5+,@,!4-& ,0& $#-"(0-#& '(& !&0#:&
#4#@',(0&4!:&,6"(-#%&(0&A(0.&N(0.&);&a#,?,0.1&D*#&4!:&
:(/4%&!44&)/'&#0-/$#&"$(B6!,04!0%&"!$',#-&@(0'$(4&(3#$&

'*#&-#6,B!/'(0(6(/-&'#$$,'($;8-&4#!%#$-*,"1a4,0K#0&!4-(&
%,%&0('&@*!0.#&'*#&D$/6"&!%6,0,-'$!',(08-&%#-,.0!',(0&(5&
U.#0(@,%#V&!""4,#%&'(&W*,0!8-&6!--B,0'#$06#0'&(5&T,.*/$&
H/-4,6-&,0&e,0?,!0.&"$(3,0@#1G0&-'$!'#.,@&,--/#-C&'*#&T2&
-!;-& a#,?,0.& @(0',0/#-& '(& %#5;& ,0'#$0!',(0!4& 6!$,',6#&
4!:&,0&'*#&2(/'*&W*,0!&2#!&);&@4!,6,0.&-(3#$#,.0';&(3#$&
6(-'& (5& '*#& :!'#$:!;-C& !0%& )/,4%,0.& /"& '*#& >#("4#8-&
b,)#$!',(0& =$6;& '(& )!@K& /"& '*#-#& @4!,6-1T2& 6,4,'!$;&
(5+,@,!4-&!$#&!4-(&:!$0,0.&(5&'*#&'*$#!'&(5&6,4,'!$;&@(0+4,@'&
(3#$& D!,:!0C& :*,@*& a#,?,0.& @(0-,%#$-& !& )$#!K!:!;&
"$(3,0@#C& !0%& *!-& 4(0.& )##0& !& *('& "(,0'& ,0& T2BW*,0!&
$#4!',(0-1b!-'& :##KC& W*,0!8-& Q($#,.0& H,0,-'$;& $#?#@'#%&
T2&@$,',@,-6&!0%&%#6!0%#%&c!-*,0.'(0&U$#-"#@'&W*,0!8-&
-(3#$#,.0';C& -#@/$,';& !0%& %#3#4("6#0'& ,0'#$#-'-C& !0%&
-'("& ,0'#$5#$,0.& ,0& W*,0!8-& ,0'#$0!4& !55!,$-1VD*#& a,%#0&
!%6,0,-'$!',(0& 4((K-& 4,K#& ,'&:,44& -'!;& '*#& @(/$-#&(0& '*#&
*!$%4,0#&W*,0!&"(4,@;&5$(6&'*#&"$#3,(/-&!%6,0,-'$!',(01&
A(:#3#$C& W*,0!8-& %#-@$,"',(0& (5& '*#& =4!-K!& '!4K-& !-& !&
U$#'/$0&'(&%,!4(./#V&,0%,@!'#-&a#,?,0.&*!%&*,.*&*("#-&'*#&
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In the US, how Red States and Blue 
States differ on gun laws

Chennai, Agency. 

Hundreds of miles apart but at exactly the same time on Monday a"ernoon, 
a gunman opened fire in a supermarket in Boulder, Colorado, and Iowa state 
Senate Republicans voted to gut the state’s law requiring permits to carry 
concealed weapons. $e bill’s sponsor expressed relief that Iowans would be 
able to exercise their gun rights “without a permission slip.’’Last month in 
Maryland, however, Democrats overrode Gov. Larry Hogan’s veto of a bill 
expanding background checks, and in Virginia, Democrats passed bills ban-
ning guns on the state Capitol grounds and tightening the state’s background 
checks system. $e diverging efforts reflect the national checkerboard of 
state-by-state gun laws that align with the partisan tilt of each state, while 
Congress has not addressed gun violence with meaningful legislation since 
1994, when a 10-year ban on assault weapons was included in the crime bill 
championed by now-President Joe Biden.Since the 2012 massacre at Sandy 
Hook Elementary School in Connecticut killed 20 first-grade students and 
six adults, 13 states, all controlled by Democrats, have enacted or expanded 
background checks for new gun purchases. Meanwhile, 14 states, all con-
trolled by Republicans, have passed laws allowing their citizens to carry guns 
with no permit process at all, as the Iowa legislation would do.$e political 
divide on gun policy across the states is another example of the way national 
issues — including abortion rights and, in the post-Trump era, voting rights 
— are defining local politics.“We’ve seen the states take action because the 
federal government has failed to do so,” said Laura Cutilletta, the managing 
director of the Giffords Law Center to Prevent Gun Violence. “But in order 
to truly protect Americans and everyone living in America, we need a federal 
solution because guns cross state lines.”Still, gun politics has shi"ed drastically 
in the decade since the Sandy Hook shooting. Since then, two major gun 
control organizations, backed by former Mayor Michael Bloomberg of New 
York and former Rep. Gabrielle Giffords of Arizona, a victim herself of gun 
violence, have built nationwide grassroots organizations. In the 2018 and 2020 
elections, the groups outspent the embattled National Rifle Association in 
federal campaigns for the first time. At the same time, gun control has become 
a distinctly partisan issue. When the House passed its background checks bill 
earlier this month, only one Democrat, Rep. Jared Golden of Maine, voted 
against it, while only eight Republicans voted for it.Republicans by and large 
remain staunchly opposed to new gun regulations, arguing that the Second 
Amendment is sacrosanct and should not be infringed by virtually any legisla-
tion. And they contend that gun violence should be addressed through steps 
like more policing rather than restricting gun rights.$ey also regularly seek to 
limit what restrictions are on the books and, in some cases, they aim to capital-
ize on mass shootings to boost their fundraising. Rep. Lauren Boebert of Colo-
rado responded to the Boulder shootings on Monday night with an appeal for 
$10 or $25 while touting her commitment to gun rights.“$ey want to defund 
our police. $en they want to take our guns,” she wrote. “What do we think 
comes next? We cannot lose this right.”$e Iowa legislation, passed Monday 

on a party-line vote, rolls back a host of requirements for new gun owners 
that have been in place for more than two decades, the consequence of large 
Republican majorities in the state Legislature. $e reverse dynamic is at play in 
other state legislatures. In Virginia, Democrats, beginning with Terry McAu-
liffe’s 2013 run for governor, campaigned on enacting background checks and 
banning assault weapons. When the party finally won legislative majorities 
a"er the 2019 election, Gov. Ralph Northam signed into law expanded back-
ground checks and a so-called red-flag law that allows law enforcement offi-
cials to obtain a court order to prevent someone in crisis from obtaining a gun. 
Northam also approved a provision that allows local governments to enact 
additional gun restrictions.But Virginia’s Democratic lawmakers failed to ban 
assaultweapons or curtail the sale of high-capacity magazines — the sort of 
restrictions that would limit the availability of military-style weapons used in 
many of the nation’s worst mass shootings.“We have worked at the margins of 
gun violence prevention in important ways that do work, but we have real op-
portunities to promote responsible gun ownership and lots of work le" to do,” 
said Dan Helmer, a Democrat in the Virginia House of Delegates who in 2019 
ousted a pro-gun Republican. “State laws alone will not do it.”Colorado, which 
has a history of mass shootings, including the 1999 Columbine High School 
massacre, in 2013 enacted background checks and training requirements 
for gun purchases; the state also banned sales of magazines that hold more 
than 15 rounds. John Feinblatt, the president of Everytown for Gun Safety, 

the gun control group backed by Bloomberg, said Tuesday that the politics 
of gun control had “completely changed” since the Sandy Hook shooting. He 
cited universal Democratic support for measures like background checks and 
victories by House Democrats in 2018, Virginia lawmakers in 2019 and Biden 
last year.He said that background checks must precede any more robust gun 
control measures like banning assault weapons, as Biden called for in remarks 
about the Colorado shooting Tuesday a"ernoon.“I’m not the curator of the 
order, but I’m telling you that without a background checks bill, none of the 
others bills will be as effective as they could be,” Feinblatt said.And yet there is 
a growing frustration among grassroots activists and an emerging community 
of gun control activists who argue that pushing for background checks is not 
sufficient.In 2019, Beto O’Rourke of Texas animated his presidential campaign 
with a call to ban and confiscate assault weapons, a proposal that was politi-
cally untenable but was one of the few times anyone with a national political 
profile staked out the position of reducing the number of guns in circulation 
— now estimated at nearly 400 million in the United States. “You can just look 
at what nations around the world have done and have almost eliminated mass 
violence in their countries,” said Igor Volsky, founder and executive director of 
Guns Down America, a group that seeks to reduce the number of guns in the 
country. “We know what to do, we just don’t have the political will to do it. You 
very rarely see the kind of bold advocacy from the gun violence prevention 
space that you o"en find in immigration or in the LGBTQ space.”

Why Denmark is clamping down on ‘non-Western’ residents

New Delhi, Agency. 
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News in Breif

‘Our father was with us in the dressing room’: Pandya brothers reveal
Hardik and Krunal Pandya have become a 
part of another siblings’ story of success in 
cricket when the duo played together for 
India against England on Tuesday. Krunal 
made his ODI debut just a day before his 
30th birthday and scored an unbeaten 58 
off 31 balls. The cameo, which included 
two sixes and seven fours, was also the 
fastest half-century by an ODI debutant. 
The Pandya’s, who lost their father just a 
couple of months back, shared their pain 
and sense of satisfaction after Krunal’s 
!"##$!!% &'% ()$% *&+!(% ,-(#).% /0"+% 1-()$+%
passed away in the early morning on 
January 16 and that day I was playing Syed 
Mushtaq Ali Trophy match in Vadodara. 
He was supposed to come to watch the 
match and he had kept his backpack ready 
with his clothes, shoes, and hat. So when I 
got to play my debut match here in Pune, I 
took that bag along with me to the dressing 
room. So that he could be here while I was 
playing,” said Krunal while speaking with 
2-+3&4% &'%-%56!(7,-(#)% &'($+-#(&6'.% /8)&!%
9-!% ()$% *&+!(% (&,$% 6"+% 1-()$+% 9-!% &'% ()$%
dressing room with us while you made 
your debut and he will always be with us,” 
said Hardik, who was with his father when 
he breathed his last.Talking about the 
feeling of having an India jersey, Krunal 

said in the video interview shared by the BCCI, 
/:+$-,!%#6,$%(+"$.%;%)-<$%96+4$3%!6%)-+3%(6%=$%
here. Especially in the last one and half months, 
I have put so much hard work. Not just in terms 
of cricket but everything. From taking care of 
,>%3&$(?%*&('$!!%-'3%$<$+>()&'@.%ABB%&!%3$3&#-($3%
to the old man (their father). His blessings are 
there. It was an emotional moment for you 
and me. Getting cap from you and somewhere 
down the line, up there he must be having a 
good night there. He must be happy the way I 
batted. So I think this is all for him.”Listening 
to his elder brother, Hardik said,” Having seen 
you batting, I really felt-good I got out because 
I saw something special today.”After his knock, 
Krunal broke down in tears during a post-
innings interaction with Murali Kartik. Krunal 
then asked for the interview to be cut short. 
The cameras later showed his brother Hardik 
Pandya going up to him and clasping him in a 
hug. Listening to his elder brother, Hardik said,” 
Having seen you batting, I really felt-good I got 
out because I saw something special today.”After 
his knock, Krunal broke down in tears during 
a post-innings interaction with Murali Kartik. 
Krunal then asked for the interview to be cut 
short. The cameras later showed his brother 
Hardik Pandya going up to him and clasping him 
in a hug.

Krunal Pandya reacts angrily to Tom Curran after scoring 50 on debut
   New Delhi, Agency.    

Krunal Pandya, moments 
-1($+% +$-#)&'@% )&!% *&1(>% 6'%
ODI debut against England 
on Tuesday, was seen 
angrily saying a few words 
to Tom Curran in response 
to something the England 
bowler told him. Jos Buttler 
was seen intervening 
between the two as Curran 
walked away from the 
visibly angry Pandya, till 
the umpires walked in to 
calm Pandya down.The 
incident occurred in the 
49th over of the Indian 
innings. As Krunal reached 
the bowler’s end after 
completing a single, Curran 
was seen saying something 
to Krunal. Pandya was seen 
continuing to complain to 
the umpire about Curran 
before KL Rahul smashed 
a six off the next ball.
Sunil Gavaskar, during the 
post-innings show for the 
broadcasters, said that the 
C'@B-'3% ($-,% 9-!% /(+>&'@%
to talk to him (Krunal 

Pandya), maybe 
unsettle him, but 
he’s someone who 
has played a lot of 
IPL, which toughens 
you up,” also adding 
that when you get to 
-%B-'3,-+4?%>6"%/1$$B%
the emotion”. Pandya, 
who was given his 
ODI cap before the 
start of the match, 
@6(%(6%)&!%*&1(>%611%D"!(%
26 balls, which is the 
fastest in the world by 
any cricketer on ODI 
debut.His innings is 
also the joint fastest 
0:;% *&1(>% 16+% ;'3&-%
against England and 
()$% 1-!($!(% 0:;% *&1(>%
by an Indian since 
2012. This is also only 
the third occasion 
when an Indian had 
!#6+$3% -% *&1(>% 6'%
ODI debut batting at 
No.7 or below.Krunal 
remained unbeaten 
on 58 off just 31 
balls as India scored 
317/5.

Berlin, Agency. 

India captain Virat Kohli moved up a place to 
fourth in the ICC T20 rankings for batsmen, while 
his deputy Rohit Sharma climbed three spots to 
14th in the latest list issued on Wednesday.Kohli, 
who slammed an unbeaten 80 off 52 balls coming 
in as an opener in the series against England, is 
now the highest-ranked from India ahead of K L 
Rahul.Rohit’s 34-ball 64 in that match has helped 
him move up three places to 14th in the weekly 
update which took into account the three-match 
Afghanistan-Zimbabwe series in Abu Dhabi apart 
from the last two matches of the India-England 
series, the ICC stated. India captain Virat Kohli 
moved up a place to fourth in the ICC T20 rankings 
for batsmen, while his deputy Rohit Sharma 
climbed three spots to 14th in the latest list issued 
on Wednesday.Kohli, who slammed an unbeaten 
80 off 52 balls coming in as an opener in the series 
against England, is now the highest-ranked from 
India ahead of K L Rahul.Rohit’s 34-ball 64 in that 
match has helped him move up three places to 
14th in the weekly update which took into account 
the three-match Afghanistan-Zimbabwe series in 
Abu Dhabi apart from the last two matches of the 
India-England series, the ICC stated. For England, 

Dawid Malan maintains a healthy lead at the top of 
the rankings a#er his 68 in the final match while 
Jos Buttler has inched up one place to 18th.Leg-
spinner Adil Rashid (up one place to fourth) and 
fast bowlers Jofra Archer (up 12 places to 22nd) and 
Mark Wood (up 12 places to 27th) have advanced 

in the bowlers’ list.In the ODI rankings, Jonny 
Bairstow is up four places to a career-best seventh 
position a#er his knock of 94 in the opening match 
of the series against India in Pune on Tuesday.
Captain Eoin Morgan has advanced one place to 
24th. All-rounder Ben Stokes has moved up from 

75th to 64th among bowlers while also leapfrogging 
compatriot Chris Woakes to third place among all-
rounders.India opener Shikhar Dhawan’s match-
winning 98 has li#ed him two places to 15th and 
Bhuvneshwar Kumar has gained five places to move 
into the top 20 in the latest ODI update.

ICC T20I Rankings: Virat Kohli, Rohit 
Sharma move up in batsmen’s list

   New Delhi, Agency.    

Chinky Yadav upstaged the experienced Rahi 

Sarnobat and the fancied Manu Bhaker to win 

gold as India swept the women’s 25m pistol 

event of the ISSF shooting World Cup here on 

Wednesday, highlighting the country’s depth 

of talent in the sport.The 23-year-old Yadav 

prevailed over Sarnobat, 30, 4-3 in a shoot-

off after their scores were tied at 32, taking 

India’s gold tally to nine in the event.Bhaker, 

aged only 19, shot 28 to settle for the bronze 

medal before being eliminated, leaving her 

(96% 6()$+% #6,5-(+&6(!% (6% *&@)(% 16+% ()$% (65%

prize at the Dr Karni Singh Shooting Range. 

All three shooters have already bagged their 

quotas for the Tokyo Olympics.Yadav, who 

bagged the Olympic quota with a second-

5B-#$%*&'&!)%-(%()$%EF()%A!&-'%G)-,5&6'!)&5!%

&'%:6)-% &'% HIEJ?% B$3% ()$% 5-#4% -1($+% *&+!(% HI%

targets with a score of 14.She was followed by 

Bhaker at second with 13. Then, the shooter 

from Bhopal led with a score of 21 and pulled 

away from the rest, even as the seasoned 

K-+'6=-(%#B-9$3%)$+%9->%=-#4%&'(6%()$%*&'-B!%

-1($+% !(+"@@B&'@% &'% =6((6,% )-B1.;'% ()$% *&'-B!?%

L-3-<%!)6(%-BB%()$%*&<$%(-+@$(!%(9&#$%M%&'%()$%

*&+!(% #6,5$(&(&6'% !(-@$N!% !$#6'3% !$+&$!% -'3%

()$% !&O()% !$+&$!% 61% ()$% $B&,&'-(&6'% !(-@$%M%

after beginning with two. Sarnobat, the most 

$O5$+&$'#$3%61%()$%()+$$?%)-3%-%*&<$%6"(%61%*&<$%

&'% ()$% ()&+3% !$+&$!% 61% ()$% *&+!(% !(-@$% =$16+$%

shooting four targets thrice in the fourth, 

seventh and ninth series in elimination.The 

()&+3%+-'4$3%P)-4$+%)-3%6'B>%6'$%*&<$%6"(%61%

*&<$?%&'%()$%16"+()%!$+&$!.C-+B&$+%()&!%,6+'&'@?%

Aishwary Pratap Singh Tomar claimed the 

@6B3%&'%()$%,$'N!%QI,%+&*B$%R%56!&(&6'!%$<$'(.

Melbourne, Agency. 

There’s something about the sheer class in him that makes 
the Australian pacers dig it in short and spew abuse at him 
 % $-+'&'@% ()$,% ()$&+% '-!(>% +$5"(-(&6'!.% 8)$+$N!% !6,$()&'@%
-=6"(%)&!%)$-<>%@&+()%-'3% *B-55&'@%#)&'!% ()-(%,-4$!%S-"(-,%
Gambhir and MS Dhoni lose the plot and, as Pink Floyd once 
sang,run like hell. There’s something about his presence which 
makes 42,103 spectators believe that India will win,at all costs. 
But then again, there’s also something about Yuvraj Singh and 
the 10th World Cup.Even if it is a knock-out match against 
the three-time defending champions, who have got visible 
momentum on their side, and with only the last recognised 
=-((&'@%5-&+%(6%#6'($'3%9&()% %'$-+B>%-%)"'3+$3%+"'!%-3+&1(%61%
the target. For good or for bad, if any of these characteristics 
are taken away from Yuvraj, he will cease to be the personality 
that he is, and the tremendous match-winner that he is turning 
out to be. With 74 runs still required off 75 balls, Yuvraj looked 
up at the murky night sky of Ahmedabad, wiped his brow of 
strain and marked his crease once again. His skipper Dhoni had 
D"!(%3$5-+($3%#)$-5B>%16+%T% %#-"@)(%-(%56&'(%&,,$3&-($B>%-1($+%
-B,6!(% +"''&'@% )&,!$B1% 6"(%  % @&<&'@% L"<+-D% $'6"@)% (&,$% (6%
ponder at the giant screen in the stadium. And with the Aussies 
chirping in his ears before Suresh Raina made his way to the 

,&33B$?%()$%)&@)B&@)(!%61%()$%,-(#)%@6'$%=>%*B-!)$3%=$16+$%)&!%
nervy eyes.First, there was an unusual Ricky Ponting century 
UEIFV% %@+&((>?%@"&3&'@%-'3%5-&'!(-4&'@?%6'$%()-(%)$%)-3%5B->$3%
for his livelihood. In the backdrop of playing his last ever World 
Cup game, Yuvraj watched Ponting grinding it out with true 
grit for the second time, clawing Australia ahead of the Indians 
-1($+%()$%*&+!(%!->%9&()%HWI%+"'!%6'%()$%=6-+3.8)$'%()$+$%9-!%
()$% K-#)&'% 8$'3"B4-+% !)69?% 6'$% ()-(% $'@"B1$3% ()$% *B663B&(%
Motera into a sea of madness. With mind, body, prayers and 
bat in complete sync, Tendulkar did as Tendulkar always does: 
set the stage alight during his 93-minute knock of 53, falling 47 
runs short of his hundredth 100, although bringing up 18,000 
runs in ODIs. Yuvraj watched Tendulkar breaking 42,000 plus 
hearts once again, with a swipe at a wide Shaun Tait delivery 
down Haddin’s mittens. Finally,he strained while watching the 
S-"(-,%S-,=)&+%4'6#4% %-%'6(7!67#6,5-#(?'$+<6"!?-'3%6117
=$-(%S-,=)&+% %9)6%!#-,5$+$3%=$B69%()$%+-3-+%!($-B()&B>%(6%
QI%$3@>%+"'!.%:"+&'@%*&<$%,&'"($!%61%#6,5B$($%,-3'$!!%-1($+%
#6,5B$(&'@% )&!% *&1(>?% S-,=)&+% )-3% ()+$-($'$3% (6% +"'% )&,!$B1%
out three times after Yuvraj had done no more than block 
()$%=-BB.%2$%*&'-BB>%3&3%,-'-@$%(6%)-<$%)&!%9->%611%()$%16"+()%
attempt, running himself out of the chase.From a comfortable 
position at 143/2, India had made it tough on themselves after 

being reduced to 187/5 in the 38th over. That’s when the reel 
$'3$3?%-'3%X-&'-% %-B!6%5B->&'@%(6%D"!(&1>%)&!%5B-#$%&'%()$%!&3$%
after being included instead of the hard-hitting Yusuf Pathan 
 % D6&'$3% )&,% &'% ()$%,&33B$.% P+$((% Y$$?% )-<&'@% 3&!,&!!$3% ()$%
skipper, peppered Raina with three short balls to invite him 
to the crease, before Shaun Tait made the left-hander hop 
9&()%()$%!)6+(%-'3%*&$+>%!("11.%P"(%D"!(%-!%L"<+-D%@6(%()$%!(+&4$?%
he responded to the high-intensity pressure by smashing 
Tait uppishly over point to unearth breathing space, racing 
6'(6%RI%9&()%)&!%B&Z"&3%=6"'3-+>% %()$%16"+()%61%()$%&''&'@!.%
L"<+-DN!%#6'*&3$'#$%9-!%#6'(-@&6"!?-!%X-&'-%!9-(($3%()$%'$O(%
Lee bouncer off his ribs through mid-wicket, getting off the 
mark in style.The assurance was all that Yuvraj needed,as he 
unleashed (96% =6"'3-+&$!% &'% ()$% !-,$% Y$$% 6<$+?*B&#4&'@% -%
high-speed yorker for four to third man,before carving one 
over cover-point. Liver-jangling pressure had turned into 
gut-wrenching noise and madness, as the target reduced to 
54 off the last 10 overs.The Aussies, and Ponting, desperate 
to hold on to their fast dissipating World Cup record, threw 
everything at the pair abuse, bouncers, Jason Krejza and 
referrals. But Yuvraj stood like a bull, scoring runs in twos 
and fours, before leaning over a powerful cover-drive to 
3$B&<$+%;'3&-%-%*&<$79&#4$(%<&#(6+>.
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a coup against Australia in 2011 WC

ISSF World Cup: Chinky Yadav wins gold as India 
claim all three medals in women’s 25m pistol

:";-1")<8")6#=1&=>-;#&'#51-''/1-?#:#>"8@#
how to handle it: Shikhar Dhawan    

Former WWE Champion Batista revealed 
on Wednesday that he will not be a part 
of the upcoming WWE Hall of Fame 
ceremony which will take place on April 
6, 2021.Batista, who was originally 
announced as an inductee in the class 
of the 2020 Hall of Fame, will be unable 
to attend the event due to previous 
obligations. He will be inducted at a later 
3-($%(6%5+65$+B>%/()-'4%()$%1-'!%-'3%
people who made my career possible.” 
Batista was originally slated as part of the 
WWE Hall of Fame Class of 2020 alongside 
The Bella Twins, nWo, JBL, British 
P"BB36@%-'3%["!)&'%/8)"'3$+\%Y&@$+.86%
the @WWEUniverse Unfortunately due 
to previous obligations I am unable to be 
a part of the @WWE #HOF this year. By 
my request they have agreed to induct me 
at a future ceremony where I’ll be able 
to properly thank the fans and people 
who made my career possible [folded 
hands emoji] #DreamChaser,” he wrote 
on social media. The 2021 WWE Hall of 
Fame Induction Ceremony will stream 
Tuesday, April 6 exclusively on Peacock in 
the United States and on WWE Network 
everywhere else.

,,A#B)66#8C#D)E-#FGFH+#I)<';)#
won’t be inducted this year

India opener Shikhar Dhawan, who hit a match-
9&''&'@%J]%&'%()$%*&+!(%0:;%-@-&'!(%C'@B-'3%-1($+%
warming the bench for the major part of the T20 
series, on Tuesday said international cricket is all 
about pressure and as an experienced player he 
knows how to handle itHaving lost his place in 
the T20 eleven, Dhawan was under pressure to 
perform in the opening ODI with India spoilt for 
choice in all batting positions.In) international 
cricket, pressure is always there and the thing 
is as a experienced player, I know how to 
)-'3B$%5+$!!"+$./̂ -'3%!$#6'3B>?%-!%;%!-&3?%;%-,%
experienced player, so I know what shots to play 
on what certain wickets and we read the wicket 
nicely and communicate very nicely in the batting 
unit and that’s what we did and that worked for 
us,” the southpaw said at the virtual post-match 
press conference.Dhawan, who was benched after 
()$%*&+!(%8HI%61%()$%*&<$7,-(#)?%$O5B-&'$3%)69%
)$%4$5(%)&,!$B1%56!&(&<$./;%9-!%16#"!&'@%6'%,>%
5+6#$!!?%*&('$!!?%!4&BB796+4?%@>,796+4%-'3%;%-B9->!%
stay in a positive mental space. I always try and 
look at positives from every situation. That’s what I 
9-!%36&'@.%;%9-!%#6'*&3$'(%9&()%,>%=-((&'@.%;%4'$9%
that if I get an opportunity, I’ll take it,” the elegant 
left-hander added.Dhawan also said that wicket 
at the MCA stadium on Tuesday was seaming 
-'3%!9&'@&'@./;(%9-!%!$-,&'@%-'3%!9&'@&'@%!6?%&(%
wouldn’t have made any sense if you would have 
gone hard at the start, losing two-three wickets, so 
our plan was just stay on the wicket and respect 
the good deliveries and we knew that, we can 
always cash those runs later on,” he signed off.

opensearch
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New Delhi, Agency. 

India's gross GST revenue 
collection reached a new 
record high of over Rs 1.41 
lakh crore in April 2021, 
beating all expectations of 
lower collections in wake 
disruptions clauses by 
fresh wave of Covid-19. 
Accordingly, the GST 
revenues during April 
2021 are the highest since 
the introduction of the 
tax. The same feat was 
achieved even in March 
when collections at over 
Rs 1.23 lakh crore was the 
highest since introduction 
of GST in 2017."In line 
with the trend of recovery 
in the GST revenues 
over past six months, 
the revenues for the 
month of April 2021 are 
14% higher than the 
GST revenues in the last 

month of March'2021," 
the Finance Ministry said 
in a statement.
"During the month, the 
revenues from domestic 
transaction (including 
import of services) are 
21 per cent higher than 
the revenues from these 

sources during the last 
month." According to the 
statement, the gross GST 
revenue collected in the 
month of April 2021 is at 
a record of Rs 1,41,384 
crore of which CGST is Rs 
27,837 crore, SGST is Rs 
35,621, IGST is Rs 68,481 

crore (including Rs 29,599 
crore collected on import 
of goods) and Cess is Rs 
9,445 crore (including 
Rs 981 crore collected 
on import of goods). 
"During this month the 
government has settled 
Rs 29,185 crore to CGST 
and Rs 22,756 crore to 
SGST from IGST as regular 
settlement. The total 
revenue of Centre and 
the States after regular 
and ad-hoc settlements 
in the month of April' 
2021 is Rs 57,022 crore 
for CGST and Rs 58,377 
crore for the SGST." 
Despite the second wave 
of Covid-19 pandemic 
affecting several parts 
of the country, Indian 
businesses have once 
again shown remarkable 
resilience by not only 
complying with the return 

filing requirements but 
also paying their GST dues 
in a timely manner during 
the month, the Finance 
Ministry statement 
said. "The all-time high 
collections which relates 
to supplies made in March 
21 could now give way 
to muted collections in 
the coming months due 
to the lower economic 
activities in April. The 
continuing focus on 
improving compliance 
and the steps taken to 
curb evasion appears to 
be significantly improving 
the GST collections," said 
M. S. Mani, Senior Director, 
Deloitte India. GST 
revenues have not only 
crossed the Rs 1 lakh crore 
mark during successively 
for the last seven months 
but have also shown a 
steady increase. These are 

indicators of sustained 
economic recovery during 
this period, Finance 
Ministry said. Closer 
monitoring against fake-
billing, deep data analytics 
using data from multiple 
sources including GST, 
Income-tax and Customs 
IT systems and effective tax 
administration have also 
contributed to the steady 
increase in tax revenue, 
it added. Quarterly 
return and monthly 
payment scheme has been 
successfully implemented 
bringing relief to the small 
taxpayers as they now 
file only one return every 
three months. Providing 
IT support to taxpayers 
in the form of pre-filled 
GSTR 2A and 3B returns 
and ramped up System 
capacity have also eased 
the return filing process.

Covid impact: SpiceJet defers up to 50% salary of most employees in April
Mumbai, Agency. 

SpiceJet has deferred upto 
50 per cent of the April 
salary of its employees 
as a cash crunch and a 
second wave of Covid-19 
pandemic impact its 
operations. While junior 
employees, including 
loaders and drivers, have 
received their salary in 
full, others including 
ground staff, cabin crew, 
commercial staff and pilots 
have been paid only 10-50 
per cent of the April salary. 
The airline's Chairman 
Ajay Singh has forgone his 
entire salary. Employees 
have been informed that 
the deferred salaries will 
be paid once the situation 
improves.
"The domestic passenger 
traffic across all airlines 

which had peaked at more 
than 300,000 passengers 

per day in mid-February 
2021 (showing signs 

of recovery), has now 
drastically dropped to less 

than 130,000 passengers 
per day. In this backdrop, 
the company has once 
again been compelled to 
implement certain tough 
economic measures to 
secure the long term 
interest of our SpiceJet 
family," the airline's Vice 
President (Operations), 
Gurcharan Arora, wrote 
to pilots on Saturday. 
"The salary deferment (of 
between 10 per cent to 
50 per cent) in the higher 
pay grades is a temporary 
measure to survive this 
economic crisis and the 
deferred salaries will be 
paid by the company once 
the conditions improve," 
he added. SpiceJet had 
been facing financial issues 
even before the second 
wave of the coronavirus 

pandemic hit the country 
in March. The airline has 
defaulted on aircraft lease 
payments and has been 
served grounding notices. 
Payments to many vendors 
too, have been delayed. 
The airline management's 
decision to defer salaries 
has upset its staff.
"We were shocked when 
we received the salary 
slip last evening. We took 
a cut in our salaries last 
year due to the pandemic. 
Employees have their 
equated monthly 
instalments and they will 
be badly impacted," said a 
ground staff. "There is no 
clarity when the balance 
salary payment will be 
made," said a ground 
staffer. A pilot complained 
that captains with over 

three years of experience 
are now earning Rs 1.5 
lakh-Rs 1.8 lakh per 
month following a cut in 
salary last year. Earlier the 
earnings were more than 
Rs 5 lakh. "Now there is 
a further reduction," he 
complained.
A SpiceJet spokesperson 
said there were no 
salary cuts this time 
and only graded salary 
deferrals.“The deadly 
Covid-19 second wave has 
resulted in the country’s 
worst-ever crisis with 
the aviation sector again 
bearing the biggest 
brunt. Unfortunately, 
we have been forced to 
implement certain tough 
measures to secure 
the long term interest 
of the SpiceJet family. 

There will be no salary 
cut for any employee. 
However, under these 
extreme and unavoidable 
circumstances we are 
enduring, we are forced 
to implement a graded 
salary deferment for some 
of our employees. We are 
ensuring that most of 
our colleagues, including 
those in the lowest pay 
grades, are not affected 
at all by this deferment 
and will be paid salaries 
in full. The chairman and 
managing director have 
decided to forgo their 
entire salary. This is only 
a temporary measure 
and the deferred salary 
amount will be paid by the 
company in full once the 
condition improves," said 
the SpiceJet spokesperson.

Covid disruption unlikely 
to impact April GST 

collections: SBI Ecowrap
Mumbai , Agency. 

Even with the new wave 
of Covid-19 resulting in 
‘lockdowns’ in 15 parts of 
the country and impacting 
business all across, the 
country’s GST collections, 
the barometer of economic 
activity in India, is likely to 
cross the Rs 1 lakh crore 
mark for the sixth time in 
as many months in April, 
a SBI Ecowrap report said 
on Friday. According to the 
internal simulation model 
adopted by SBI Ecowrap, 
the April GST collection is 
expected to be in the range of 
Rs 1.15-1.20 lakh crore. This 
is marginally short of the 
record high GST collection 
in March of Rs 1.24 lakh 

crore.The optimism about 
possible GST collection in 
April, the report says, is 
from a healthy growth in 
E-way bill generation."This 
will be quite impressive 
given the fact that during 
April, most of the states 
imposed partial lockdowns. 
Also, it is heartening to note 
that despite the curbs due 
to the second wave, the All 
India GST E-way bills till 
25 April have reached 4.89 
crore and we estimate it to 
cross 5.5 crore comfortably, 
given the past trends," the 
report said. "We believe 
that any disruption in 
GST collections will be 
transient and the states 
will have comfortable SGST 
collections."

Buffett's Berkshire reports $12-bn 
!"#$%&'%(')*+',-./',012'3#"4'/&#12

Omaha, Correspondent. 

Warren Buffett's company reported 
a nearly USD 12 billion profit in the 
first quarter a year after a major 
loss when the value of its stock 
investments plummeted because 
of the coronavirus pandemic. 
Berkshire Hathaway said Saturday 
that it earned USD 11.7 billion, or 
USD 7,638 per Class A share, during 
the first quarter as the paper value of 
its investment portfolio rebounded. 
A year earlier, Berkshire reported 
losing USD 49.7 billion, or USD 
30,653 per share. The conglomerate 
said that besides the investment 
gains, profit also improved at all its 
major divisions including insurance, 
utility, railroad, manufacturing and 
retail companies as the economy 
continued to recover from the 
pandemic during the first three 
months of this year.
Buffett has long said Berkshire's 
operating earnings offer a better 
view of quarterly performance 
because they exclude investments 
and derivatives, which can vary 
widely. By that measure, Berkshire's 
operating earnings improved to 
USD 7.018 billion, or USD 4,577.10 
per Class A share. That's up from 
USD 5.87 billion, or USD 3,617.62 
per Class A share a year ago. The 
four analysts surveyed by FactSet 
expected Berkshire to report 
operating earnings of USD 3,792.36 
per Class A share. Berkshire 
continued its streak of major stock 
repurchases by investing $6.6 billion 

in its own stock during the quarter. 
The Omaha, Nebraska-based 
company spent USD 25 billion on 
repurchases last year.
But Berkshire is still sitting on 
USD 145.439 billion in cash and 
short-term investments because 
Buffett has struggled to find major 
acquisitions for the company for 
several years.
Later on Saturday, Buffett will spend 
several hours answering questions 
at an online version of Berkshire's 
annual meeting. Buffett will be joined 
in answering questions by Berkshire 

vice chairmen Charlie Munger, Greg 
Abel and Ajit Jain. The company is 
holding its meeting online for the 
second year in a row because of the 
coronavirus pandemic. Normally 
the event draws a crowd of more 
than 40,000 to Omaha, Nebraska. 
Berkshire Hathaway Inc. owns more 
than 90 companies, including the 
BNSF railroad and insurance, utility, 
furniture and jewelry businesses. 
The company also has major 
investments in such companies as 
Apple, American Express, Coca-Cola 
and Bank of America.

Toyota Kirloskar Motor sells 9622 
units in domestic sales in April 2021

Core sectors’ output up 6.8% in Mar
New Delhi, Agency. 

The output of eight core 
sectors grew by 6.8 per 
cent in March, the highest 
in 32 months, driven by 
base effect-led uptick in 
production of natural 
gas, steel, cement and 
electricity, official data 
showed on Friday. The 
growth rate of the eight 
infrastructure sectors 
-coal, crude oil, natural 
gas, refinery products, 
fertilisers, steel, cement 
and electricity - stood at 
(-) 8.6 per cent in March 
2020. According to the 
commerce and industry 
ministry data, production 
of natural gas, steel, 
cement and electricity 
jumped 12.3 per cent, 23 
per cent, 32.5 per cent and 

21.6 per cent in March, as 
against (-) 15.1 per cent, (-) 
21.9 per cent, (-) 25.1 per 
cent and (-) 8.2 per cent in 
March 2020, respectively. 
Coal, crude oil, refinery 
products and fertiliser 
segments recorded 
negative growth during 
the month under review. 
During 2020-21 (April-
March), output of the eight 

sectors contracted by 7 per 
cent as against a positive 
growth of 0.4 per cent in 
2019-20. Commenting 
on the numbers, ICRA 
Ltd Chief Economist Aditi 
Nayar said the 6.8 per 
cent growth in March, a 
"32-month high", is due 
to the base effect.The low 
base of the lockdown-hit 
April 2020 would push up 

the year-on-year expansion 
of the index of eight core 
industries to a sharp 50-70 
per cent in April 2021, with 
exceptionally high growth 
expected in cement and 
steel, she added. "However, 
we have observed a 
slackening in the sequential 
momentum in April 2021 
in electricity demand, 
vehicle registrations, and 
generation of GST e-way 
bills, revealing the impact 
of the recent surge in COVID 
infections and localised 
restrictions. "Based on the 
available data, we project 
the Index of Industrial 
Production (IIP) to record 
a sharp growth of 17.5-25 
per cent in March 2021," 
she added.In February, 
output of these sectors 
dipped by 3.8 per cent.

COVID Spike : CII to strengthen 
medical infrastructure once 

again in Southern states
Hyderabad, Agency. 

Confederation of Indian 
Industry (CII) has once 
again came forward to lend 
a helping hand to strengthen 
medical infrastructure in 
Southern states to fight 
against the COVID-19 
pandemic. “Many of the 
CII member companies in 
the healthcare, pharma, 
life sciences and medical 
equipment sectors have 
ramped up production of 
essential medical supplies 
like Medical Oxygen, 
Ventilators, makeshift 
hospitals, ICU beds, 
Remdesivir and other 
viral drugs which are of 
immediate requirement 

for hospitals and primary 
health centres across the 
Southern Region”, Mr C K 
Ranganathan, Chairman, 
CII Southern Region said in 
a release here on Saturday.
As an immediate step, CII 
Member companies have 
come forward in setting 
up around 500 mobile 
makeshift hospitals as 
part of their CSR activities. 
Member companies in 
the IT sector is working 
with State Governments in 
setting up of BPO centres 
to provide real-time data 
on the availability of beds in 
hospitals, oxygen cylinders 
and other critical items 
required for treatment of 
patients, he said. 

Mumbai, Agency. 

Toyota Kirloskar Motor on 
Saturday announced that 
the company sold a total of 
9622 units in the month of 
April 2021. The company 
had also announced 
its scheduled annual 
maintenance program at 
its plant in Bidadi, so as 
to enhance its operational 
efficiencies, productivity 
and safety of equipment. 
For reference, TKM had 
reported no wholesales in 
the month of April 2020 
owing to the nationwide 
lockdown announced by 
the Govt. of India last year.
Expressing his views, 
Mr Naveen Soni, Sr Vice 
President, TKM said, “At 
the outset we express our 
solidarity and continued 
support for the community 
at this hour of peril. Given 
the current situation and 
considering all those who 
have been impacted by 
the second wave of the 
pandemic, what is most 
important to TKM is the 
wellbeing and safety of 
our employees, dealer 
& supplier staff and the 
community at large. 
Despite the challenges, we 
continue to witness good 
demand owing to personal 
mobility needs and the 

same has helped us clock 
9622 units of wholesales 
in the month of April 
2021. We have been able 
to partially fulfill pending 
orders by making use of 
the pipeline finished goods 
inventory, so as to ensure 
minimal discomfort to 
our customers. However, 
partial lockdown in 
different parts of the 
country has enhanced the 
gap between wholesale 
and retail. Also, sporadic 
lockdowns impacting 
different states & cities 
for varying durations 
has increased logistical 
challenges to supply the 
right vehicle to the right 
dealership and at the 
right time. We are trying 

our best to work around 
such logistical challenges 
so as to be able to meet 
customer requirements at 
the earliest. 
As we see it, our prime 
responsibility at the 
moment is to secure the 
health of our employees, 
their families and other 
stakeholders. We have 
set standard processes of 
disinfecting the workplace 
and common areas on 
daily basis ensuring safety 
at all times. Only limited 
number of employees as 
permissible by the rules 
of social distancing, are 
engaged in essential 
jobs & activities at the 
plant. Moreover, we are 
continuously educating our 

employees on appropriate 
COVID-19 guidelines to be 
followed while at work and 
also in their personal lives. 
'We have also launched a 
COVID Vaccination Centre 
(CVC) at our manufacturing 
plant, for a seamless 
vaccination program. Thus 
far, most of our employees 
who are above 45 years 
of age are vaccinated and 
we will soon cover the 
remaining members as 
well. Most importantly, we 
have formed an internal 
Helpline that will facilitate 
donation of Blood Plasma 
for infected employees 
and their immediate 
family members. We 
continue to reexamine 
and take preventive and 
remedial measures to 
deal with the developing 
situation, closely working 
with various stakeholders 
including the relevant local 
district administrative 
authorities and state 
government with a view 
to support the health 
department with medical 
necessities to effectively 
respond to the rising need 
for medical care. We are 
also prepared to divert 
our oxygen supplies to 
the Karnataka health 
department, if the need 
arises”, he said.

Govt sets record 104.3 million 
tonne rice production

Mumbai , Agency. 

Amid scare of Covid-19 
second wave which forced 
the States and Union 
Territories to impose 
lockdown like curbs, the 
Government on Friday set 
a record rice production 
target of 104.3 million 
tonne for the kharif season 
of 2021-22 crop year (July-
June). However, the overall 
foodgrains production 
target for the full 2021-22 
crop year is kept at 307.31 
million tonne. This includes 
production of 151.43 million 
tonnes of food grains during 
kharif (summer) season 
and 155.88 million tonnes 
during rabi (winter) season. 
The targeted production 
is over 1.3% more than 
last year’s estimated food 
grain production of 303.34 
million tonnes. Meanwhile, 
the government has asked 
five non-traditional onion 
growing states-Rajasthan, 
Haryana, Madhya Pradesh, 
Gujarat, and Uttar Pradesh 
to increase the area sown 
under the crop by 9,900 
hectares in the forthcoming 

kharif season to avoid any 
price rise situation. As per 
the target set up at the kharif 
conference 2021 on Friday, 
the production of rice has 
been set up at 121.1 million 
tonnes while the output of 
wheat has been estimated 
at 110 million tonnes. The 
production of coarse grains 
like maize, millers and bajra 
has been set up at 51.21 
million tonnes while output 
of pulses has been estimated 
at 25 million tonnes. Whereas 
the production target for 
coarse cereals is kept at 37.31 
million tonne and oilseeds 
at 26.20 million tonne for 
the kharif season of 2021-
22. On agri-inputs, Malhotra 
said the requirement of urea 
has been assessed at 177.53 
lakh tonne, di-ammonium 
phosphate (DAP) at 65.18 
lakh tonne, Muriate of Potash 
(MoP) at 20.24 lakh tonne 
and NPK fertilisers at 61.87 
lakh tonne for the kharif 
season of this year.  In the 
case of seeds, the availability 
is estimated to be in surplus 
as far as most kharif crops 
are concerned, except for 
maize and soybean.
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Mumbai , Agency. 

After stepping behind 
the camera for the first 
time in 2019 as the co-
director of the National 
Award-winning film 
Manikarnika: The Queen 
of Jhansi, Kangana 
Ranaut is all set to make 
her digital debut as a 
producer. The first digital 

project under the actor’s 
banner will be Tiku Weds 
Sheru. Talking about the 
project, Kangana said in 
a statement, “With Tiku 
Weds Sheru, Manikarnika 
Films is venturing into 
digital space. It’s a love 
story and a satire with 
dark humour. In the 
digital space, we will 
do more edgy, new-age 

and niche content. We 
feel the digital audience 
is slightly more evolved 
than the regular cinema-
going audience.”  Kangana 
Ranaut’s Manikarnika 
Films will also sign on 
new talents as they take 
on more projects. “We 
will also launch new 
talents and take risks 
with new concepts,” 

Kangana said.On the work 
front, Kangana Ranaut’s 
Thalaivi’s release has 
been postponed due to 
the Covid-19 pandemic. 
After Thalaivi, the actor 
will be seen in Tejas. 
She also has actioner 
Dhaakad, Indira Gandhi’s 
biopic and Manikarnika 
Returns: The Legend Of 
Didda in her kitty.

Emotional Sonu Sood promises to 
feed Dance Deewane 3 contestants’ 

entire village during lockdown, 

Mumbai , Agency. 

The upcoming episode of 
Dance Deewane 3 will see 
Bollywood star Sonu Sood 
joining in as a special guest. 
Given the curfew in Mumbai, 
the shoot for the episode 
happened earlier this week 
in Bengaluru. Through their 
performances, contestants 
brought to fore the ordeal 
of Indians as they deal with 
the pandemic, and paid a 
tribute to real-life heroes. 
Uday Singh, a resident of 
a small town Neemuch, 
Madhya Pradesh, performed 
a special act saluting 
Sonu Sood’s contribution 
towards daily wagers and 
Covid-19 affected people. 
While thanking him for his 
efforts, Uday shared how 
his entire village survives 
on daily wage, and with 
the lockdown in place, they 
have been left without any 

earning, and the villagers 
are struggling to make ends 
meet Moved by his story, 
Sonu Sood immediately 
told Uday that for the entire 
period of the lockdown, he 
will feed the entire village. 
He assured him that regular 
ration would be provided to 

everyone, however long the 
lockdown continues. Calling 
Uday a superstar, Sonu said, 
“I want to tell the people 
in your village that the 
lockdown, whether it lasts 
for one month, two months 
or even six months, I will 
ensure that your entire 

village will keep getting 
rations. Tell them not to 
take tension, no one will 
go hungry there, no matter 
how long the lockdown 
continues.” Bharti Singh, 
who will step in as the host 
along with husband Haarsh 
Limbachiyaa in the coming 

episode, rushed to hug Sonu 
Sood. She also thanked him 
for saving so many in these 
tough times.
As a mark of tribute, Dance 
Deewane 3 team also 
played a video showcasing 
Sonu Sood’s effort during 
the pandemic. They also 
invited a family that Sonu 
had helped. Sonu was left 
teary eyed as he listened 
to the family’s story. Given 
the lockdown-like situation 
in Maharashtra, the entire 
team of Dance Deewane 3 
flew to Karnataka for the 
shoot. As judge Madhuri 
Dixit excused herself, 
dancing star Nora Fatehi 
joined judges Tushar Kalia 
and Dharmesh Yelande. 
Host Raghav Juyal is also 
recuperating from the 
coronavirus and thus Bharti 
and Haarsh took charge  
as hosts.

Sunil Grover: So much talent has 
come forth because of social media

Sonu Sood was left teary eyed as Dance Deewane 3 team 
paid a tribute to him for his constant efforts during the 

lockdown to help migrant workers and Covid-19 patients.
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anniversary with wedding photo

Mumbai, Agency. 

Sunil Grover has been making people laugh 
with his antics as a funnyman on television 
for years. He has also impressed with the 
odd serious role, as he did recently in the 
web series "Tandav", or the Akshay Kumar-
starrer film "Gabbar Is Back". The advent of 
social media has been a boon for new-age 
talent over the recent years and Sunil, too, 
has benefitted from the platform. "You have 
to see so much talent has come forth because 
of social media. Everyone has got a platform 
to express themselves and people can watch 
whatever they like," he said.
If the advent of social media and OTT is 
changing art of storytelling, Sunil noted this 
is something that happens every few years. 
From theatre to films to television to social 
media and OTT now, viewers have proved 
they can adapt easily."Change is inevitable. 
When films started coming, people thought 
that may be audience for plays would be 
affected but theatre has continued. Eventually, 
social media came and now we have OTT. 
With time, people adapt to evolution," he said. 

For him, as an artiste, a variety in 
platforms means a better chance 
to experiment, which in turn 
throws new challenges."I 
love taking up challenges. 
I recently did a show on 
OTT and the challenge 
there was that it was 
a very serious role 
and I was worried 
about what if people 
laugh at that. Of 
course, it worked 
for me and I liked the 
fact that in 'Tandav' 
the audience accepted 
me as something 
different. I think what 
the audience wants is good 
performance and not anything 
else. They want to an amount of 
freshness, too," he said. "I have been 
doing similar kind of things for a while, so 
when I do something different and it works, 
the audience appreciates it and I like (the 
fact) that I got to do something fresh," he 

added. Sunil will soon be 
seen in the upcoming 

comedy show 
"Hasee Toh 

P h a s s e " , 
where 10 

comedians 
will be 
locked in 
a house, 
t r y i n g 
to make 
e a c h 
o t h e r 

laugh. The 
chal lenge 

for them is 
to not laugh, 

and the last 
contestant who can 

stay without laughing, 
wins the show. 

"The show's format is different and it has a 
mental mechanism that I have never dealt 
with before," said Sunil about the show, which 
will drop on Amazon Prime Video.

Mumbai, Agency. 

Bollywood couple Bipasha 
Basu and Karan Singh 
Grover are celebrating their 
fifth wedding anniversary 
today. The actors indulged 
in social media PDA as 
they called each other their 
everything, while wishing 
‘monkeyversary’. Sharing 
a happy picture from their 
wedding where they have 
eyes only for each other, 
Bipasha wrote, “Happy 5th 
#monkeyversary my love 
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Bipasha and Karan call 
their relationship ‘monkey 
love’. Sharing his wife’s 
post, Karan Singh Grover 
wrote on his Instagram 
story, ” And you are my 
everything.” Bipasha Basu 
and Karan Singh Grover 
met during the shoot of 
Alone, and soon fell in love. 
After dating each other for a 
while, they tied the knot on 
April 30, 2016. The couple 
recently shared screen 

space in Vikram Bhatt’s 
Dangerous.  Speaking 
about how Bipasha acts 
as a reality check for his 
work, Karan, in an earlier 
chat with indianexpress.

com said, “We do talk 
about work. Everyone 
should have somebody 
like her in their lives. We 
all have filters, so that we 
don’t really say something 

that would hurt the other 
person. She doesn’t have 
that. She will just say 
it the way it is. It’s very 
important because it gives 
you a reality check. There’s 

no criticising her work 
because she’s excellent at 
it. I take a lot of advice from 
her. I’m lucky like that.” 
Bipasha on her part shared 
how the two have a very 
different approach towards 
work. “He is a complete 
dreamer and I’m a realist. 
So we complement each 
other. Sometimes on the 
set I had to tell him, ‘Don’t 
run around so much, let 
me focus,” shared the 
actor on her experience of 
working with her husband. 
On the work front, Karan 
Singh Grover was last 
seen in Qubool Hai 2.0, 
while Bipasha Basu left 
fans nostalgic with her 
commercial with Bachna 
Ae Haseeno co-star Ranbir 
Kapoor.

Randhir Kapoor shifted to 
ICU, remains stable

Mumbai , Agency. 

Veteran actor Randhir Kapoor has been shifted to the 
Intensive Care Unit (ICU) days after testing positive 
for COVID-19. The 74-year-old actor is being treated 
at the Kokilaben Hospital in Mumbai and according 
to a hospital source, his health condition is currently 
stable. “He is in the ICU for observation. He is stable. He 
will be in the hospital for a few days.” a hospital source 
told PTI. Randhir Kapoor is the eldest son of celebrated 
actor-filmmaker Raj Kapoor. The actor lost his younger 
brothers Rishi Kapoor (67) and Rajiv Kapoor (58), 
within a span of one year.

Sanket Bhosale gets teary-
eyed as he expresses his 

love for Sugandha Mishra
New Delhi, Agency. 

Kapil Sharma show 
stars Sugandha Mishra 
and Sanket Bhosale tied 
the knot on April 26 in 
Jalandhar. On Friday, 
Sugandha shared a video 
from their ring ceremony, 
captioning it, “Moments 
that stirred my soul for a 
lifetime.” In the video, we 
see quite an emotional 
Sanket talking about finally 
finding love in Sugandha, 
as he says, “I have always 
told Sugandha that she is 
khatarnaak, and according 
to me, all girls should 
be khatarnaak only! But 
one can never be this 
khatarnaak that you fall 
in love with her. I am very 
happy.” As Sanket Bhosale 
spoke, he was overwhelmed 
with emotions and was 

moved to tears, following 
which Sugandha is seen 
kissing him and dabbing 
tears off his cheeks and 
eyes. Sugandha Mishra and 
Sanket Bhosale had quite a 
dreamy wedding amid the 

second wave of Covid-19. 
The two actors have been 
sharing pictures and 
videos, giving a peek into 
their wedding ceremony 
which was attended by 
close family members only.

Kangana ventures into digital space with Tiku Weds Sheru

Sonu Sood requests government to 
make cremation services free of cost
New DelhiAgency. 

Days after making an appeal 
to the government to make 
education free of cost till 
graduation for kids who 
have lost their loved ones 
to Covid-19, Sonu Sood 
has yet again requested 
the government and 
concerned organisations to 
come together and make 
cremation grounds free of 
cost, enabling people who 
cannot afford the charges 
a chance to cremate their 
loved ones in a proper 
and respectful manner. 
On Saturday, Sood shared 
a video on Instagram and 
narrated how people, from 
rich to poor, are struggling 
in every step of their 
journey to fight Covid-19. 
He narrated a story about 
a Covid-19 patient who 
passed away, and how his 
family struggled to cremate 
the body because they did 
not have the money.
“Till around 2 am last night, 
we were trying to get a bed 
for a Covid patient. We 
were able to find a bed. But 
again, he struggled for a 
ventilator. Around 5 am to 
6:30 am, we could provide 
a ventilator for him, but 
he passed away. Later, 
we struggled to cremate 
him. They (family of the 
deceased) could not 
find place in a cremation 

ground. Also, they didn’t 
have money for it. Later, we 
could cremate the patient 
who passed away. But in all 
this, I thought to myself that 
in today’s time, everyone, 
from poor to rich or middle 
class, they are struggling 
to get oxygen, then oxygen 
bed, then ICU and the 
ventilator. A lot of them give 
up in between. Some cannot 
even find a place in the 
cremation ground because 
they don’t have money. We 
have been helping a lot of 
people, but there are still 
many who cannot reach 
out to us. I have a humble 
request to make to the 
concerned authorities and 
government to introduce 
a law that cremation 
grounds should not be 

charged. We are losing 
around 3 to 4 thousand 
people every day. It takes 
around 15-12 thousand to 
cremate one person. So, it 
is 6-7 crore expenditure 
in total,” Sonu said in the 
video.
He said that if cremation 
grounds are made free of 
cost, people will be able 
to perform the last rites of 
their family members in 
a proper manner. “I urge 
every government to come 
together and make the 
cremation process cost free. 
We all need to think about it. 
It is time to come together 
and make people feel that 
we are in this together,” the 
actor concluded.
Earlier this week, Sonu 
Sood shared a video and 
urged educational institutes 
to introduce a rule that 
whosoever “has lost family 
members during Covid-19, 

the education of their kids, 
from school to college, 
be it in a government 
school or private school, 
should be free of cost.”

Bipasha Basu and Karan Singh Grover marked their 
fifth anniversary with a photo from their wedding. 

They met during the shoot of Alone, and soon fell in 
love. The couple tied the knot on April 30, 2016.

Akshay, Bhumi and Taapsee pay heartfelt 
tributes to ‘shooter dadi’ Chandro Tomar 

Mumbai, Agency. 

World’s oldest sharpshooter 
Chandro Tomar passed 
away on Friday after battling 
with Covid-19. Popularly 
known as ‘Shooter Dadi’, 
she died in Uttar Pradesh’s 
Meerut after being 
hospitalised with breathing 
problems. She was 89. In 
2019, Bollywood filmmaker 
Tushar Hiranandani 
directed a biopic on her and 
her sister Prakashi Tomar 
titled Saand Ki Aankh. It had 
Bhumi Pednekar essaying 
the role of Chandro Tomar 
while Taapsee Pannu played 
Prakashi Tomar. Pednekar, 
who played Chandro on 
screen, is ‘devastated’ with 
the news. But she also feels 
lucky that she got to know 
the country’s sharpshooter 
closely. She wrote on 
Twitter, “Devastated by the 
news of Chandro Dadi’s 
demise. Feels like a part 
of me is gone. She made 
her own rules & paved 
the path for many girl 
to find their dream. Her 
legacy will live on in them. 
Condolences to the family. 

Am lucky I got to know and 
be her #ChandroTomar 
#ShooterDadi.” In a 
statement, Bhumi 
remembered how the 
‘Shooter Dadi’ taught her 
so much about life. She 
said, “She had a beautiful 
sisterhood and a beautiful 
partnership with Prakashi 
dadi and together they left 
an impact on so many lives. 
I feel so fortunate to have 
played her character, got a 
chance to learn about life 
from her and she has left a 
very big part of herself with 
me. I know there will be 
many who will be grieving 
her passing away today. 
But she always said ‘tann 
buddha hota hai, mann 
buddha nai hota.’ I know 
in spirit she will always 
be with us because her 
teachings are going to be 
with us. She will be missed 
thoroughly.” Taapsee also 
shared a picture with 
Chandro with a heartbroken 
emoji on Instagram. She 
wrote, “But I learnt from 
you to never give up…Daadi 
will live on forever in the 
hearts of many girls like me 

who she was an inspiration 
to.” Akshay Kumar never 
met Chandro Tomar but he 
often interacted with her 
on Twitter. Mourning her 
death, the actor tweeted, 
“Never met #ShooterDadi 
but could feel the warmth 
in her tweets whenever we 
interacted. Deeply saddened 
to learn of her passing, my 
heartfelt condolences to the 
6&).7*"  1 8&/0&/& 9&/&%,
also got deeply affected 
with the news of the death 
of the sharpshooter. Aftab 
Shivdasani called her an 
inspiration for many as he 
wrote on Twitter, “Very sad 
news on the passing of the 
iconic Chandro Tomar ji 
also known as shooter dadi. 
An inspiration to millions 
of people all over.. RIP dadi, 
May God grant you peace 
and your family strength at 
,-.3" 4.66.:%7," ,.)(!"     1
Chandro Tomar defied odd 
and traditions to pursue her 
goal and attained national 
fame by winning more than 
30 national championships 
after the age of 65. They 
were considered the oldest 
sharpshooters in India.
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